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The genuineness and seriousness of defendants' instant motions, the 

~~ - gincerity--and—honesty—ofwhat was presented to the court, can be addressed in several 

——- —-ways,-all-eonsistent with plaintiff's need to bering this cause at action and all 

_.-.-.- proving. the validity of plainfiff's motion for a summary judgement. 

....One_of these is through examination of what defendants’ instant motion and its , . 
SESE steer ee sisi 

_addenda as they present what are represented as direct quotations from correspondence, 

_law, regulation and contracts and the ‘Fidelity with which Tues allegediy % direct 

_quotations have their real ineaning imputed in the said ¢ defendants' motion and addenda, 

_.___, Under what is iabelled “STAI TEMENT OF BAEERTA FACTS AS TO WHICH THERE Is NO 

GENULNE ISSUB", defendants szkwz select excerpts from one of r plaintife’ s many letters oe 

~ (incorrectly ‘identified and innorrectly dated by defendants) —— | 

and one of defendants" siete responses. In defendants! Hemevendium on “Points and 

Authorities", the is scanty a and distorted 2 quothtatn"HbertbBe Sd tSPE Lee ‘grommet oe 

“identified as one ~~ ae ; 

_Bnpatiterto"plaintit® v wrote the Director of Information, GSA" on June 6, “1970, 

— whereas plaintiff did not “write: ‘the Birector of Information, GSA on that dates 

Stan art oh-$s-—the-misidentified. LatteF bom 

_einpet qncatton. ¢ from Plaintiff's June 20, 1970 letter, ?on defendants!’ September 17, — 

1970 reply. 

‘The extent of plaintiff's. correspondence with the government in an effort to 

“obta public information improperly withheld from him is so great plaintiff-cannot~—-~ ~~ 

. assure ‘e this court that | he has located and itemized all of it. “However; he has isolated 

“and copied a total ©? letters between him and khe govern ment of this subject-alone,———.~ 

“not counting correspondence with the representative of the executors-of the-estate-of ———— 

the late President?°tastétters from whom wt attached-to the complaint-as Bxhibit-C. 

~ Plaintiff's léttersto the government on this subject total -16,-replies, where made, 

~ total wines Of these, defeiidants wrote-only four-prior-to-the filing of the complaint. 

THe single letter-of-defendants'-quoted- was-written after filing of the complaint 

“On the face it it, rt would -hardly~seem-that- there is.or-is intended to be fair 

~yepresentation-of -either-plaintiff's requests_or defendants' responses in the partial 

quotation from but-two-of-a-total-of. more than 25 letters, and these two the last one_ 

written by plaintiff prior -to-filing the-complaint-and the other defendants! reply... 

IGE  
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of three months later, after dated 21 days after filing of the complaint. 

“Plaintit® suggests that such inordinaté delay in making response ink itself "~~ 

' violates 5 U.S.C. 552 and clearly wrustrates eo iheat fe tose of the Congress and~the--~~ 

~taw ((a)(3) stiputates promprness). In-any event, it would-hardly seem -possible-that ~~ 

eT letter written so long afte filing ofthe complaint disposed" of it, as claimed a 

——on Page ~6-of the Memo defendants'-"Memorandum-on Paints~and- ‘Authorities";—especially----—- 

(where-def endants go to-such length-to- misinform—the--court-at that—pbjnt,;—misrepresenting 

~—~-this-letter-as having been wri tten-before filing--ofthe-complaint—in_this fashion: — 

| Notwithstanding the..response_of the Archives to plaintiff's requests, he alleges in. 

_.the_complain: : 

To this, = ae aeestiouS Being ERGEe of ea to Each aimese and 

honesty = Aue teet omy should be added the fact that the letter thus 5 wisrepresented 

was Bi OH "the BES EAERS of the Archives to ‘plaint tiff's | requests" a at all, but was that 

we, OF the Durester of Public affiars of GSA. 

“With ‘this ‘background, ee court can i hetier appraise ie fauthewipess of ey is 

“quoted ~— amesented = defendants ‘to the court | as @ | fair representation of plaintiff's 

requests and defendants responses. 

~ ‘BSBSHSSSALT SBSSSSSSBSSSHESSSASSBSASSBABASASTSOSPHSHASIBS OBES SBSSBSSESEt— 

I 
ae 2) re cast miners er 

crmonnnnnnnnenmnnegernd tart the —eourt-can -~-determine- for—itselLf-whetkher-or—no $ plaintiff correctly _ 

~-and-honestiy and fairly-quotes-that which plaintiff alleges defendants do not, plaintiff 

—attaches hereto-full- copies-of every letter or page quoted. Because defendants already 

-—---have-eopies-of-eachof these..things.and because, being without regular income, even 

seh slight costs-are burdensome to plaintiff, he attaches these to the original onlys 

_....._ Here what is relevant and was withheld from the court, with eee being - substituted, 

~will_be. added by plaintiff and marked by underlining. — 

a nae pent ne —< 

7 ee ae 

The first quotation is from? Ee ‘Tettes, eisiieniicied - i sthedgee gdgnts 65 1970, 
  

whereas it was actually dated June 20, 1970 appears on | page + ee ‘the "Statement of 

_Material Facts" as follows: _ 

"Over the months, I have made requests for documents in the Netiiones “Archives:  
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files relating to the assassination of President John Kennedy. ..." 

— _Ather this ‘there is a ine of apverisks 7: as pene should Bes 2 for aside from 

omitted peg er seraenS ae paragraph, the entire second ‘peregrah 3 is omitted. 

‘Plaintiff Believes the court can better understand why those things that are here 

omitted from , plaintiff's required appeal « are omitted by Caeeenannte it the eonet ¢ soneiaen 
ees moh 

them in the context of defendants! "A "TIT, Argument", Subsection A, (op. 46) 7 

which fie the ‘claim that "Plaintiff Has Failed to ) Bahaust ‘ae ivatiiahie 
ridin ot sce = 

Administrative ‘Remsdiea.ft 

"What follows in ‘plaintiff's. letter of appeal ‘and is carefully omitted i ing 

‘defendants! selective quotation therefore directly : relates to plaintiff's "“enlicaa 

efforts | to exhaust his administrative remedies even ‘prior to writing the letter of appeals 

~The omitted part of plaintiff's opening paragraph is here quoted in full: 

“mubiei keting these requests would be rejected. I asked that if rejected, to save time, ~~~ 
which your agency wastes for me as a routibe matter, the request be forwarded to you as 

' Iy appeal under your régulations, as a nécessary prerequisite to invocation of 5 UsS.C.552.~ 
— in Addition, I addressed a letter drawing together some of these requests, with the 

P “wndéerstandaging) that if the decision was not changed following review, it would be 

forwarded to you as ny appeal." " 
ee ——- ——— eee Si a i a a cS ee ee 

eed 

| Because nonthe-Long eka were the rule rather than the , exception in pisesietee 
Bepetee ae ca = eer 

requests ce pits adie Oulbeettee at the of the National Archives, sixcumthandelay 

inmespondings and because some were never answered @ iybethe Archives and ‘other eter 

agencies with ole information oe ‘to “the Jeqeeime cian of. the, President, Plaintiff 

indimded he par. gue omits ted 4, by def endants again |. neers on weer or vot ‘plaintier 

had, conscicntiously ‘tried ‘to exhaust his administrative remedies prior to ‘filing suite 

The record shows that. “plai intife waited 1 more » than “two “months after filing ‘this appeal 1 before 

tare tiie inann foemesastcts 

he did file his complaint in the instant action: | 

_ "I 'shall interpret failure to respond as waiver of the requirement, unless there ~~ 
is immediate response, now that there is no doubt you have been informed, I believe the 

“long delays are in themselves waiver of the requirement, when considered with the language _ 
. of the law, its legislative history, and hex clear Congressional intent.' " 

| MOAKONE KARA KERAR 

“In an effort to make it appear like what is other than the truth, a point ~~ 
  

“actually argued in this instant motion by defendants, that defendants had, in fact, ~ ~~ 

complied with the law and provided the requested photographs to plaintiff, the thira~ ~~~  
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paragroah of plaintiff's kekkux appeal was similarly edited to omit what disproves 

the false claim of defendants: 
me: ottireheeeremennr tanneries coe ieee a: a a a a ec a ee a eet ene 

"Herewi th I apoesil a _pébscunent decision, to rehiee me photographic copies “of 
photographs in. these- files..l have. been provided... copies_of some of the photographs 
of the President's garments . » - the magnification of which... is automatically 
prevented by..their having been made from photoengraved copies, the screen of which appears | 
as dots upon magnification." 

‘The ‘two deletions i in this: ‘selective quotation from plaintiff's ‘ide apoeal | a 

are | pretty c clearly designed to lay a basis for defendants' invalid arguments that 

defendants have complied with the law and regulations, have given the plaintiff the pictures 

to which he is entitled wder the law, and that "there are wl” GeMAnS TESUsS"; whererore—~ 

defendants Ware entitled to have this action @ismissed or, inthe latematives tonave ~~ 

a judgement entered” in their favor", WaAt is hére edited out by defendants also refutes ~~ 

the ‘only basis” upon which defendants can, under the GSA-family contract; fefuse to~-—--- 

“provide plaintiff with copies or pictures ofnthe clothing-or~-to-make—pietures~-therefor———--- 

for phaintift:fany other use-which would tend tm-in-any-way to dishonor the-menory-of   Fam bye sett Fo eran ISRO yp Smee ero ec ene eS a 

| "The.family desires. to..prevent.the undignified or sensational use of these materials ©    
\ (such.as_public display) or oe nL eee 

__The words deleted in the first instance are "with utterly meaningless", in the | 

_seconf instance, ",those showing no detail, nothing but Bore or those", 

in combination, these deletions both change the sense of what plaintiff wrote 

2S Somes At De Bee ae Beet 1o Fey Bet Ee Pegs Ge ae 1au were tee by 
defendants, argued further, from this false basis, under "Argument" ¢ on page De 

What plaintiff actually said is that whe picture wet Mien HE was | Provided are | oy 

Plat, AL pw We yap met , Be i 

those published, not those withheld; that naay bad no more » evidentiary or research | 

“use or bine ‘han a Brain eee of _Paperys $ that “they » were not, in fact, « getuane -photo- 

_ graphic photographs but were offset pictures that t inevitably a are : Eaeseiag finde unclears 

and above all, that at tay 5 were » exactly what hey 3 in common with the family, didubrt — 

pictures % thakxe raaiicaniecer ¢ shiiable o nly “for "sengational | or undignifica ane",  
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Making this omission even more pertinent is the false and deceptive emphasis 

~gdded to -preciselythis- point inthe GSA-family contract, _ which also happenes- to be | one > OF 

~~~the five: additions—ofemphasis not disclosed to the court (p.7)« Without ‘this: delenions 

-SeRdadante could-hardly argue that plaintiff's proper requests were denied bepause © the 

9 --—used-intended was. "undignified and_ sensational" and violated the contract. ie will 

_awell_on this at greater length in responding tbh that part of defendants! “Argument t A", 

the next paragrpah is edited to hide violation of regulations and to make it 

a _ageeee SPAY? pepulations and the contract 1% were > complied With. As defendants ‘Seeresented 

it to this court, what plaintiff wrote : is: 

The Rational Archives has” nde its own photographs of these ‘garments for ‘the ‘Alleged 

cP pOSS of making them available tor . study 2 rather than pennibtinw study of “the garmentSee. " 

in considering che sRrnenese of what was , deleted, this ‘court might ‘also consider 

_ that only after fot yours of plaintifts: oquests, was ; the existence « of these denied 

a photographs cigalouct to plaintatt | What is ‘deleted reads: 

cmt homamemcees 

"When I sought sopadigaion £ examine > the g: garments, under a “precedent where
by it” 

-——-----“-was-petmitted to examine Lee. Harvey Oswald's shirt, I was refused. I was shown photographs 

BE which I was denied copies." (Emphasis added. ) There is further ‘point in this” ‘deletion ~ 

in. that it is y Sead -nsd thet photographs “be provided “where the conditions were met, as ~~ 

plaintiff. did mect. them... 

~The last quotation from plaintiff's letter is so_ deceitfully excised. that it 

_....... -hag.him in the position of telling a lie, It : reads: 

"One of these was the front of the President's shirts “+t is the only such 

-_-Baptograph in the Archives of which I have knowledge.” .~. >-T-aske-for-it-or-an-enlarge-._.. 

_ment of the area showing the damage to. the shirt." 

This is not the only photograph 1 in the Archives of wiieh plaintite had ‘Knowledges 

4 This: and what is consistent wea 1 the ulterior purposes of he eaekier excisions is 

obvious upon reading what was sliced out of ‘thisxemurskswhat 1 was as presented to this 

court: 

tao 

"that | can serve zesearch ‘purposes and can be used for other” -than-undignifi
ed———- 

__or sensational purposes.' , sa aa te vectcteremmer—erintione sen — 

ww So that the court can better understand the non-accidental character of dis editing 

that in plaintiff's belief is designed to mininform and mislead this court and to falsely”  
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make it appear that defendants had complied with the law and regulation while plaintiff 

--had:-made—inadequateandimproper requests, plaintiff informs the court that he has 

_.-reapeatedly challenged the defendants and the representative of the familt to show _ 

_how.a) any other than "udignified or sensational use" could possible be made of the _ 
  

_ pictures made avaibable and given the widest possible dissemination by the government 

or. b). the converse, how it was conceiveably possible for such use to be made of the 

pictures requested by the plaintiff or those in the possession of the Archives: and 

_ denied hin, Plaintiff went further and sent ‘the representative of the: family hose 

pictures Bhowing nothing | but ‘the gore plaintiff | eens ae BLGHERE aaee available oy 

the defendants, with this shallenge. essa the family Se Ereseniesd Te did not ¢ aispute 

plaintiff's 3 re resentation of the chamaGter of the awaxk peeves made available is 
a ds 

clear : in t he Red representatin 2S BEEpORSS Exhibit © : of the coupleint, 

That plaistirt seeks only pictures not subject te sensational or quilignttied 
oon ne ee 

use and this challenged to “defendants is, side 1 from ParBal eammmniesiian, ‘recorded _ in 

whet this instant motion iy defendants ignores and 1 would have this court thereby ‘believe _ 

does - east, plaintiff's let ter to defendants dated Dedember 1, 1969 and in 1970 

on Sanuxny 27 ( where plaintiff also pointed out that the only available photographs = 

nao not disclose, to careful edamination, that is testified to”); March 14 (wherein ~ 
~ ween egpect. “tO 

gintitr point out xmak the archives refusal to copy the existing negatives for” ~~~ 

able _ 
“plaintiff and to rpove views of the damage that do not exist in Hep pictures 

“how inconsistent this is with your claims, especially that it is your intent to~~ 

prevent 'morhid' use of this most basic research material: The-only—use-to-which the ~ 

“pictures you have ¢an be used precludes scholarship.s.constitute end-unseemly-and———~ 

~mhecessary display of the late President's bloods 1t-is-goreys—That—is-not-what-I--—.—~ 

~want"-emphasis in original); ftereh~5-lekerein-plainSiPe.neperted—that-te_pichwes.. . 

provided "area complete waste, for they-disclose-nothing_but-gore.and, asl tried to... 

—tell~you;-gore-is—something in which I have no interest".)3; June_20, the appeal (__ Co 

—(where-—this-is-repeated.on the second page, to. which Plaintiff _added that wae the 

_voluntary supplying of its pictures by the Department « of Justice | the defendants! _ reasons 

for withholding were"spurious"  



    

“upon the agency..."And defendants ard here-seeking-to-lead-the-court--to-believe -that------------| 

~contrary to the facts, xpkaxmixkXy 
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voluntary supplying of its pictures by the Department of Justice sHeHS proves how 

_ "obvious" the "spurious pretense has been bhat not to withhold such pictures would permit | 

undignified or sensational USC. To this qt add that Mr. ‘Burke Marshall has informed me 

of no other & ound for withholding under he provisions or she siisgee iis alaomaabih On 

September 15, which is in ‘response had a RE pEeInves aa: letter from the irchivist, tone 

a a iting ore the compliant (rt "The + print vou sent is valueless on several | senate. 

DEBPOW 5 your > contrary pretenses, you persist in naling available for. use on ly pictures 

that can be used for nothing bade dignified « or sensational, 7 purposes, ‘maces that 

show nothing but ZOLre» This, Tr repet; is ‘not my interest..."); and October 12, in 

response he a self-serving letter of Octover 9, where plaintiff's earlier correspondence 

“is 5 quoted “(My exclusive interest is in . evidence. ' This “picture i: is ; totally valueless _ 

as evidence, for it mskes impossible even the certainty of the outline of the hole. 

“Were I to try and trace this hole, even that would be impossible. .2.you do not 

dispute my characterizations..")e 

" Now kuis plaintiff's citation of the gross misrepresentation of his requests abd ~~ 

and correspxndence is not without point, for urider the law —- and in a passage cited ~~ 

by defendants under "IT. Pertinent Statutes and Regulations” with these words carefully 

omitted (p.2) "the burden is on the agency to sustain its action". Similar language ~~ 

ds in Hy Rept 9, reflecting the intent of the Congress, "The burden -of proof is~ placed 

  

-~PlaintiffHas Fairle -Failed-to-Exhaust-the Available Administrative.Remedies". 

—Defendants-also..seek to misinform the court as to the nature of what plaintiff asked. 

defendants carefully withhold firom the Te 

and. was,—improperly, illegally, and contrary to regulations, denied. Thus is is necessary _ 

_for defednants to so grossly misrepresent this correspondence, the extent of which 

_So, presented as the last "STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FaCTS AS TO WHICH THERE ib NO- 

GENUINE ISSUE" is "5, On September 17, 1970, the Director of Public AFfairs, by letter, 

__advised plaintiff:" followed by further selective quotation. Now September 17, 1970, 

in -defendants-language at -"II1 argument-A." (pp.-4-6) 
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three months after plaintiff's appeal under the regulations, wkirrkxskows 

- “almost. a month after filing ok Ene. complaint. As Bprewhouely: cited enOns those relevant 

} 

facts SO carefully edited mus of this cout ie attention in defeddant's nisrepresentationss 

of plaintift's effort a ea: obtain the © public information he seeks end on diligent 

‘SaSpike plaintife 2 made to ) comply with the regulations, plaintiff had informed the 

‘Person to amy under the regulations, ie was requires, to > appeal, that he would wait | a 

reasonable time before filing ‘the compiniart, Two months is more than a “reasonable ‘time. 

The > Language of He ‘Reps of 3 is “unequivocal: 

"seit a | request ‘for information is denied | by an agency subordinate the person — 

__making the request is entitled to prompt review." _ 

_Three months delay, waiting until about a month after filing a complaint, is 
__hardly "prompt". The Attorney General's Memorandum" on this law addresses this in 
_several ways, once at almost the exact point cited in another context and oc 

; of that context by defendants (p/9), saying (on Pe 24) that “Emery ator aan be - 

made to avoid ‘encumbertne applicant's path with ‘Procedural GUSEREESA smn 3 and lon 

Ps 28) by emphasizing the ahoye-eired. Language cd the } House Hoport, saying that 

"the person making ( the seqneet: is entitled to prompt review" 

an ae CaRey by the selective quotation that amounts to mioquotation, ana by 

_iptbp icing 1 the > significance « of the > dates, defeiiante Wide frau. he ‘coure the fact 

that under the law there was_no review ‘oa, ‘that | even . self-serving response | on any | 

nature was delayed for mires ‘onthe, 

At this point in the "Statement of Materia; Fact8" and where defeddant falsely 

: ‘eallim cladtis “Plaintiff Has | Failed ‘to Exhaust the Available Administrative Remedies," 

Perea eetsy—moot, three-months-late letter is quoted, in the second instance with — 

“further reference to plaintiff's misakted letter of June 20, misdated by defendants ~~~ 

“at June 6, 1970, The court is not informed of the extensive preceéding correspondence ~~~ 

“in which plaintiff made his requests nor of plaintiff's response, by return mail, 

Undoubtedly prepared with the deceptive use here made in mind, having been-—----— ~~ 

“prepared long after filing of thé instant complaint, this letter, as quoted, has- 

“the appearance of reasonableness and responsviveness, whereas it-is-neither, and ——————.  
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is couched to make it appear that defendants have provided that which they denied 

piapeiee for more than four YEARS The court cannot read this quotation from the 

defendants! "response" « and ‘have ihe slightest Stew ‘of. what is ; referred too ‘There is 

reference "Ttems" by numbers ‘though five, as though ‘such ‘itemization appeared 

in plaintiff's apoeal,, which is contrary ‘to fadt. There is no such itemization in 

plaintiff's appeal. What is designated as items 2,3 and 4 are not described in any 

Ways ‘So. far as the information provided ‘the court is concerned, these could be paper- 

clips, - toilet paper: ‘and the original of the Declaration of Independence. Item 1 is” ~ 

~ Gaentified merely as a "photograph", with no more identification given the court. ~~ 

Item 5 is” identified as "photographs". No more. Defendants have seen to it that” 

the court is not and from its pleadings cannot be informed of what plaintiff seeks and- 

- sought or what thisb"response” really sayso ~~ EEE 

~~However, despite the fact that this letter of defendants seems-to-have-been—-----.. 

designed for just the misue of it here made, having-been written-so-longafter—————_-... 

~-filing of the complaint and~being-in-no-sense-a-genuine-response-to-plaintiff's. 

—appeal,~it-nonéheless-eannot-aveid-confession of denial of.plaintiff's rights to 0. 

__publie-information-and. violation of both law and regulations in two instances to. 

which plaintiff? will return, but here notes. In saying that "item 1 has been denied _ 

__to,you_onlyin terms. of furnishing you a personal copy of the photograph", defendants 

are really saying that this photographs has been denied, the furnishing of copies _ 

_being required, as will be seen. In saying that defendants, so. belatedly are willing 

_."to furnish you with prints of the item 5 photographs", defendants admit what 
  

plaintiff alleged in the complaint, | that defendants have permitted others: with 

_@ known, predisposition to support the official explanesvan. of the aseesetiat. On of 

President Kennedy to examine and ‘photograph wise alien that are official ‘evidence, 

whereas they refuse the : same > right to plaintiff. ak hee A 

  

Jit: is s this ‘thet - is | oGaierere, in plaintiff's supplement 4 to his Motion for : a 

Summary Judgement. 

  

|



eine ttactchens 

FURKEKIOX 

Qa add an end line three up, 

> thus, if with opposite intent, admitting fully the correctnes~-of-plaintiff's——.-- 

“statements and claims in plaintiff's Motion for-a-Summary-Judgement.—-———---. =. 
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__ However, so carried away with the cuteness of defendants" _trickery was 

_ defendants" counsel that in _ the course of flasely arguing anaes ae Had not exhausted 

his administrative remedies, counsel said at the most casual examination of p plaintiff's 

June 2, 1970 appeal matt astebbieh to be uéterly « and | completely false: 

"The preceeding portion of plaintiff's letter was designated the first of five 

“Pes ‘by encircled Arabie figure-1.in-the-right-margin,"————~———--____-__________.__- 

—The-attached-saxk copy of plaintiff's appeal shows.that plaintiff neither used. 

ee "Arabic figure" not encircled the non-existent Pigurese   __ durpose is served by this incredible misrepresentation to the COURT, a Bake at 

__ appear that in his appeal Plaintiff for the tiret time eam north tet which he > seeks, 

_ that he did at with emumarated TequaUay & and that t (again, the court is asked to bits 

after the complaint was filed), ¢ defendants made what is further misrepresented as 

Proper = nosningful Tesponsee 

The fact is that plaintiff's appeal Baeaa ath aetepeaee to ‘the: preceeding 

Lengthy correspondence deseribed above and to ‘verbal: requests for ‘that which | he was 

denied and incorporated them by reference,This appeal ‘began . with the v words, "Over the mont | 

nonths IT have ‘mde ‘requests for documents in “the ‘National | Archives" and, | as cited 

above 3 is | showing that in their selective quotation defendants ‘omitted what is 

"pertinent, continued by saying, "anticipating | ‘that these requests would be rejected, 

I asked that if rejected, ...the request be forwarded to you as my appéak under the ~ 

xeguiaiiex your regulations, as a necessary prerequisite in invocation of 5 U.S.C. 552 
7 i IS CT at a ee 

“In the absence of the alleged Arabic numerals -in-plaintiff's appeal; ~it-is-not ———~— 

possible, with complete certainty, to determine in all cases what the nineesitence——--———— 

~ "Lbems" ate in defendants ex post facto, self-sérving letter of September 17, 1970.
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It seems as though the so-called"Item 1" refers to the third paragraph of plaintiff's 

: appeal, BeLeobively quotes, as detatled above, out of contemt and with false fie unebiatia | 

adcng ‘ts correct + emphasis, following + the scforenns | to his earlier P requests exteniing 

over a period of four years, plaint said, - “Hereiwth I appeal a subsequent Senision. 

"tant decd atan is adequately deneribedl.; as "to resus | me > photographic copies . of 

photographs 4 in "these files." ‘This 3 is 6 | say “that ‘what 3 in this” case “plaintiff y was s repeating 
“ Liem < eee el: 

and apessling, is “the refusal, in | violation ‘of. regulations and the ‘family contract, us. 

“will be seen, a , normal, “ordinary ‘request for copies of public information in “the 

” Wer an-Mouni gsion archive at the National Archives, rs 

Defendant actually affirms plaintiff's point in Plaintiff's Motion for a ‘Summary — 

- Judgement in obfuscatory language in that part of defendants" September 17 letter 

“quoted as the fifth item under "Statement of Material Facts". In sayiig that what ~~ 

- defendants designate as "Item 1" "has been denied yaxx to you only in terms of" —~— 

- providing a copy a plaintiff's expense plaintiff is refusing plaintiff's abpeal-and--—-~~—--— 

~~ the family contract, as will be shown, for-"photographic-eopies-of—photographsin— —.-— 

~-these-filess"~~- 

~The fourth-paragprah of plaitiff!s appeal, inadequately quoted by defendants and.   
~—~eompletely-queted—above. by plaintiff, again is clear.in specifying what plaintiff 

-—_seeks,- It. says_two.things, both og which are correct, as defaddnts' argument leaves _ 

beyond doubt. The first is: er nn 
te. 

—-..... "I" Sought permission to examine the garments, under precedent whereby I was per- 

mitted to examine Lee Harvey Oswald's shirt, I was refused." _ 

__The second is: 

_"I was shown photographs of which I was denied copies," 

ft _ However defendants designate these _two Proper requests, : wtether as 3 Items 2, iat or 

4s what defendants' letter of September iT, 1970 is S Ealae as is om representation ierset 

. _under defendant's _"Statement of Hateraal. Facts." 3 DetSnganve ayrctinek claim "that 

items 2,3 and 4 above have never been denied xam to you by the Archives."  
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No more total proof of the deliberate falsity of this claim is possible than 

 defendants8 own own under "III. Argument B", the subjead-of which is-a-complete—admission. Z 

that plaintiff was refused permission to examine the garments and forthe Archives to 

“photograph them for himz °° 

"Defendants" Réfusla to Permit Examination-and Photographing of the Arcicles isa _ 

“na conetionary Act Created by Statute-and- the Agreement with the Dinor$ (Emphasis in 

~ original). TI ne nner nnn nt a nn te on 

Fi trent ther misrepracenia tion to-Shis. oor, the eladm under “Siatenen of 

J —--Nieterial Facts", here defendants ndt.only admit they they did refuse what plaintiff 

_|--asked—but further claim the sanction of law for so doing. Yet in the S "Statement of 
thik precisely thre ie . 

AK . Material Fact" is is of this request alleged gf had "never bden denied to" plaintiff. 

wa In defendants! "Memorandum of Points and Authorities", undér "I, Preliminary 

__.-Statement", defendants say exactly the same thing, that they did refuse plaintiff's 

P| request: 

__"2)the refusal of defendants to permit plaintiff to do what he desires regarding 

__these articles is an exercise of discretion committed to the defendants by statute and an 

agreement between defendants... and the donor&X.donors-of the articles and. 3)the articles — 

which"plaintiff seeks are not ‘records! asxsumienpiakedxky. oo" 

- Aside from the interpretations of statute and agreement, which will be addressed 

below, it should be noted that there is a further misrepresentation here, namely that 

      

asked "to do what he desires regarding these articles". Plaintiff has never asked ‘that | 

he be permitted to "do" anything "regarding these garments". The intent of this mis- 

representation is deception of the court to Lend an =ER air of authenticity to later 

“misquotation and misinterpretaions of kath statute, regulation and thé said agreement. ~~~ 

"Further, under "C" (p.9) defendants alleged that what plaitif? seeks "...is nota ~~ 

“‘trecord' within tae 5 U.S.C. 522." (Emaphsis in original). 

No less explicit a fefutation of defendants’ quoted claim not to have denied -—~- 

"plaintiff's request is this quotation (from p.8), enphasizedby defendants, that. 

“the Srchivist himself "has ‘determined that serious scholars or investigatorsse.(in——~—.. 

original)may view photographs of the said articles-of-clothing,—but-may-not inspect 

nr avemine 
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beginning cont. insert on 12 

or examine the articles of clothing themselves." 

A more completely false claim is impossible to imagine, nor a grosser dttempt- to -— 

deceive a federal court. Yet the reality is even worse than this. Aside from earlier and 

verbal refusals to plaintiff going back to early N’vember 1966, here are-a few of the 

“refusals by the Archivist, in writing and in the first half of 1970,-prior tothe —— 

“filing of the complaint and all in the file of requests to which defendants September... 

17, 1970 was in purported response? BE 

“January 22:"We do not prepare photographs of kus President Kennedy's clothing 

for researchers.". 

——tWerch I2' "We have two photographs ef -CE394 that we prepared that we can show you. ~ 

Wes do not furnish copies of these two photographs." a 

"pase 161 "We prepared photographs- of the shirt and the coat to show researchers 

instead of the clothing itself. we do not furnish copies or enlargements of these — 

~photographs.ss"{tWwhat-foblows is particularly noteworthy in view of the waiver by 
the representative of the donors, Exhibit C tax attached to plaintiff's complaint, — 

1 -gave~the- Archivist full authority to handle requestse..included authority to 

__qse, photographs as he saw fit..o3; " and ",..this is a matter on which the Archivist 

is not required to consult me...") BE naa 

_ “eee-to avpid any possible violation of the agreement with the Kennedy family." 

August 19 (belatedly, two months after- plaitiff-appealed_and_a-mont prior to 00 

the "response"):"...we will also prepare photographs of the damaged area of the know of 

the necktie in CE-$ 895 which we will show-you-in the National Archives uilding without |. 
furnishing prints to you.” 
———( ren bit 895 is entirely unrelated tothe necktie, being unclear photogrpahs of 

tné-official re-enactment of the crime, but plaintiff asks the court to consider the — 

-—neaningtess~of- this-request-in-one of its many special aspects: suppose plaintiff 

-—were-an-American from-Alaska or Hawaii, on one living in the high Himalayas? This . 

—i-s-a—further meaningless.offer designed, self-servingly, in anticipation of this instant 

__aetion-preparatory.to which plaintiff had exhausted his administrative remedies.) 

Returning to the pretended answer to plaintiff's appeal, as selective quoted 

__in what defendants describe as "State of Material Facts", it is said wifh respect to 

_umdientified and unidentifiable, non-existent "Item 4", that "the Archives had indicated . 

___a willingness... to supply you the photograph in item 4". 

If this does not refer to one of the foregoing quotations from plaintiff'a Oo 

_ appeal, all of which were explicitly and repeated rejected, despite the instant re 

and deliberate misrepresentation thereof, it must be what is asked for in the  



as ‘giveady ‘shown, and ‘also, still selectively, but. differently, ‘with different 

-be-a."Statementof Material Fact" and that beyond dispute! 

quotes—14 

fifth paragrpah of Plaintiff's appeal. This paragraph is one here quoted selectively, 

“exclusions a and “inclusions, on page 5. Referring to one of the photographs shown _ 

plaintiff but of which copies had been refused, has ahd had enlargement of the moss” 
most minute areas of the existing pictures, plaintiff had actually said: 

"One of these is of the front of the President's shirt. It is the only such photo— 
graph : in the Archives of which I have ‘knowledge that can serve research purposes and 
be used for other than undignified and sensational ‘purposese i ask for it or an enlarge- 

~ nent | of ‘the area showing damage to the shirt." ~~ — 

TRL SEpUPported "indicated. .willingmess... to supply you the photograph in item 4"--~- - 

“te~ the repested;strai-ghtforward wd entirety unequivacal-refustus-by-the-krchivist,- 

more than-adequatelt quoted above from his letters of January 22,-March-12~-and-April- 

: -316;-19705-——-- re a ae ce eee =< on a ann are en ce 

| 

~~ It-is- diffieult, if-net-entirely impossible, to coneeive-a-more—complete-or. - 

-~-deliberate-misrepresentation,a-more-callous disregard for_truth,—thathere alleged +o 

. _____ However, should this non-existent "Item 4" refer to the sixth paragrpah of __ 

Plaintiff's appeal, not anywhere quoted, even deceptively, by defendants, the _ 

_ imposition upon the court and the plaintiff is undiminished, That paragraph reads, 

__...,"There is no existing photograph of the side of the knot of the tie. (An eloquent 
commentary on the character of the investigation, with the entire solution depending =~ 
upon its having a bullet—hdle in it. ) I have asked that it be made for me and have been 
refused, I ask you for this.z¥or_ purposes or my research and, I believe, any genuine 
research, such a side view ‘XEXEESEELIax of the damage to the know ait essential.’ " 

__ Quite contrary to, the alleged "willingness. ».to supply the photograph i in then 4 

here jalleged, what = aes aeually panes as suey eos hail aS SEEUSt 19 Letter, 

is a Reidel ann ShEDe ce to Yous” This is exactly aoe the ® non-existing 

"ad Lingness...to sypply the photograph. «." 

_ The next and last statement is, when understoods, as plaintiff set forth in 

_ the Supplement to his complaint, total disproof of all the contrivances and deceptions, 

_ selective quotations and misquotations all the falsé claims to plaintiff and to the 

court, all the tortured interpretations of the selectively and inaccurately quoted 

~ law, “régulation and agreement; And it is innocuously phrased so that this wilt be  



..by-defendants.in.this instant-aetion. It -acknolwledges-that~s-commercial -interest,-for ~~~ ~ 

__furnish you prints of the item 5 photographs." 

_Archivese _ 

quotes—15 

knowledged denied the court. It reads: 

",eeto allow you to examine item 5 phootgraphs innthe Srchives s “uilding a and to 

This was preceed, in the same sentence, with the. wuoted alleged "willingness" of the _ 

__ First, plaintiff asks the court to take note of the fact that this non-existent 

Promise is not supported with any quotation of this alleged offer by the Archives __ 
in any verbal or written communication _to the Plaintiff. The 3 reason is not only because ~ 

no ) such offer was ever made but ‘More, becktse the existence of these ‘Studiously— 

eee ed photographs had never been disclosed to plaintiff. 

[eee with the ou having been | filed ‘three months earlier, | this is false 

as a representation of a willingness to een ete pepe Sees ane eee nS 

law, amt Teguka tions and contract, er neaningless and a still sinilaental desepiton 1f 1% 

means +» whet it sees net say, that as a eoneeqnieies of the - ficing ofthis instant ection, 

defendants, dbelatedly, oo ‘this Srgnt concession, 

  

‘There | are 12 paragrpahs ; in plaintiff's appeal, “AIL ‘but the second and last two. 

“refer to. ‘requests’ the had made and been refused. All c of these, obviouslt, are ‘not quoted 

by defendants for to do so would be to acknowledge still other denied requests. Plaintiff. 

~ does not here burden the court needlessly with qutiationm of them. However, it mst 

_ be obvious that calling the last "Item 5" and not quoting the others is still another 

- deliberate misrepresentation and deception. ~~ 

“What appears to be “Item5""is the opening sentence of thé penultimate paragraph 

ofthe -appeal: sss — rey ie reesei a a en a ne ec 

~'it-is-my-understanding-that the-Co,umbia- Broadcasting System-was- permitted to 
make its own photographs of this Srornine and 1 now jie a fact they were permitted to 

~make-their-own photographs of €B399,"- —— ae 

~ Defendants" response,-so-neatly designed to make-no~record-of-it, actually ~~~ 

constitutes an-admission of-everything denied-in-this-and-all-other~-papers -filed— 

~Comnercial—purposes, Was permitted to examine -and_to—photograph~the President's clothing ;~ 

  

 



ander uBo" -and NOU js sok 
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aad. that with its own equipment (plaintiff had asket Ynat mpixmkkaxrx 

“photorrpahs be made for: him : (Archives personnel ‘with Archives equipment, without ~ 

isin touching the said clothing! pxouexetxxpiaimtifex 

Yet defendants _— the ‘temerity ‘to inform this court that this is among the~ 

things s precluded by ‘law, ‘regulation and the family ‘contract! ~~ 

What makes even more sinister this disguised adiiission is that on TV, before-the 

- largest audience in the history of TV, what could be presented was only that-which is. 

‘precluded by the contract, the most “undigaif#éa" -and~"sensational" display-ofthe 

“late Bresident's blood, what could be only in -the-worst-possible taste-and what 

onlys « as defendants on page 7 quote the contract;—adding-emphasis-without so__. 

: ‘and those closely “ gsociated woth “hing —--———--—-—-----—- 

This single if obfuscated and-deceptivel$—phrased admission makes a mockery of 

a a | 
‘the "members of his family"- and (theig "Brief. and. suffer ring") which in "Iit. Argument", 

re —— 

this court and-the processes of justices, It_is. proof of a_cruel imposition on 

    

aseiyxand with mendacity blamed for suppression of this 

~official evidence of that horrible crime. 

--Zhat-makes this ali—the- 

  

—ghastly is that it was done by 

_the-administration which came into power only because of that SSSaBE Inet ons 

If these seem like excessively st ront representation, the coure's attention 

_is respectfully directed to ee: respons te the » pertinent parts « of defendants* 

_"Memorandum of Points and Authorities." 

  

 



‘make the photographs himself ("Plaintiff desires to inspect and photgrgaph" under __ 

eaviier, title iene ‘being transferred ¢ on n October 29, 1966; 

 deueptkve presentation that cannot be of ‘this character though accident and, in ~~ ~~~ 

-from—plaintiff. of .that—public_information..to which he is clearly entitled, 

quotes-17 

| SHXKABHAEEAEE 

~ For the rest- of it, what- is-labelled-a-™ Statement of Material Facts-as~to 

qe lM 
every other point equally false and deceptive; in that-it studiously omits most—of 

whitch there is no Genuine Issue" rs ee eee tha tin 

~-plaintiff's rejected requests, eyough-being-ci-ted-above-to-eliminate--the-wmed of 

~ further- burdening- the court. with-additional—citations.of—them;—deliberately. -nisrepresents.... 

the--request -££-to-which reference-is_made, saying whatis false, that plaintiff, who... 

-has neither. the necessary.equipment nor the required skill, personally seeks to__ 

"1." and "The arct articles sought to be insoected and photographed by plaintiéf"y 

under "2." 3 

ATI CEES xhatxkke x ("3a") 4 that ' "The articles are on 1 deposit by 4 virtue of an -agreenent 

dated Sothern 29, 1966, " Gack. is false, this deposit: having Deon etfectuated br 

anéther document also Ganied: plaintiae, a . tiomerasdum of Transfer" of 3 more ‘than a year 

“And the existing pictures plaintiff seeks | are > not these"iix | "artciles" that are 

"on n deposit" but are other public property and public information, existing befause 

‘of the norma] functioning of that agency, the National Archives. 

In summary, it seems fair to say that this entire "Statement of material facts" 

“hinest presentation to-a court of-law-and-is~in-every—sense~an-effort—to-misinform 

is anything but that add is rather a concoction of selective, deceptive, misrépresentative, 

actuality, supports ard proves each and every allegation in plaintiff's complaint, ~—-~~ 

- Motion for a Summary Judgement and Supplement thereto, Thisnis-in no sense-an ~~~ -- 

and deceive the court so that it-may—be-converted-inte-an-instfument-for-sanctifying 

-and- perpetuating defendants'.-violations-of—law and-regulationsand_the-wihholding....______ 

More. plainly. put, it is an effort to convert the court into an instrument for the 

-.suppression.of the basic, public evidence of the assassination of a President, _  



Defendants" ' "Memorandum of Foints and Authorities" 

This part of defendants! motion is divided into three parts, titled, "I. Preliminary 

Statement", WIT. Pertinent Statute ‘and Regulations"n and "III. Argument." Argument, 

however, and with Sopearerie subtlety ‘not recognizable by ‘anyone “not intimately 

familiar with all ‘the: facts, donizates: ‘and. permeates. oe OB 

The two ‘jeraoresks titled Argument" are neither faithful to the fact nora 

fair ‘representation of ‘the fact; do note state what is sued for while pretending to, ~~~ 

sui ao. ‘this with “prejudicial and inaccurate language that cannot have been selected by ~ 

accident; and otherwise misrepresent thé real situation and situation. 

“The opening words are, “PlaintitY an author..." ~~ ~~ 
. mex PRE pabn er Tai ey ewexnxcnunaekxwebizkneex ee a 

Yet when Pliantiff made this simple statement of fact, well known to defendants ___ 

and their counsel, in what was titled-an "answer" the plaintiff's complaint, the... 

: false, whether or not necessary, response-by- defendants-and—their OU Was 

-2.-‘The defendants are without-knowledge orinformation.sufficient to forma | 

belief as to ‘tie Cente of the allegations contained in paragroah 2 of the complaint. 7 

What Purpose was , eexred or tniended +6. ‘be served by ‘this apparently SO 

unnecessary false steyenauit Plaintitt ‘dees not know. However, when in $ae affidavit 

snpeanet in his Motion Per, a “Summary “Mudgement plaintiff set forthin “lengthy detail ~~ 

that and how “defendants ‘and a counsel knew and at the time of making the untruthful ~ 

0. 

statement then isiew plaintiff is and ‘long ‘has been an author, it is now ~(where™ not 

essential) conceded that plaintiff is “an author", This seeming triviality has———-~—~— 

significance in that it address the motives, methods and integity of defendants ~~~ ~ 

“and their counsel and establishes their willingness to tell-this-court-what-is-not—the-—- 

turh and what they know is not the truth, even when it is trivial and-unessentiale—- 

“In turn, this raises questions as to the dependability-and-truthfulness of statements, —__ 

“claims, allegations and interpretations that are-relevant.—- 

~ Next the "Preliminary represents~that—for-whieh—plaintiff suesas:___.  



memo—2 

"alleges, inter alia, he is entitled, purswantxtaxthexproxisramsxokxkhexx 

to examine and photograph, at his expense, certain articles of clothing worn by the late 

_President.." 

_ "Inter alia" » or among other ‘things, is. correct, _ bite: the « omission OF ThRBe chnal 

things | amounts to a misprepresentation by false emphasis. aS ) Weny first Wang plaintift 

sought and seeks is not mentioned here | or in any oui oem in the Motion or its 

  

addenda. — This | is s copies” of these Metres on file in tha National Archives of this 

said clothing ai Epecitisd in the » complaints These are the aaieg ‘phebises. of shiz. he. 

seve refuses to provide copies. 

| "Examine", as used here, 1 may ‘be. taken to mean handle", While ait- is , the other— : 

wise undeviating presice of defentiants te permit such handling and have ‘permitted it 7 

to plaintiff th respect to other three-dimensional evidence, in this case “plaintiff 

hap m not asked to handle ‘the “elothing, which is in evidence, not does he so intend, 

‘The purpose of"exmaination" is to direct the taking of pictures. As has been set forth ~~ 

‘previously, this is not an exceptional request with respect to this clothing and was ~~ 

permittell by defendants where the purposes were commercial rather than scholarly, for™ ~~ 

‘use in violation of the family contract rather than in accord with it. 

“It is at least imprescise to say that plaintiff has asked that he be permitted to 

“make the photographs. His réquést is specific and to the contrary and is in-accord-with~—— 

régular Archives practises and proceedures, that the archives~take these-pictures-for-hims- 

“This formilation is prejudicial and inaccurate, and,-when taken-together—with the ——. 

—tnuendo of "examine" with which it is~bracketed- in the phrase,--"to-examine and ——......... 

~ photograph", seems-designed-to suggest -thatwhat-plaintiff seeks presents.some kind of _ 

-—-danger~-to—the-safe preservation ofthe.evidence in question, which is not at all the cases 

_ Nest-it-is- alleged that_"plaintiff_is not entitled to the relief he seeks because _ 

-1)-he-has-failed_toexhaust those administrative remedies available to him which are 

_matters of public knowledge." Two other conentions are amde and will be dealt with — 

separatelys_ 

es is simple m not in accord to the s fact ~ dicta that plaintife has: not exhausted 

aft pied tenis administrative renedies, ean secking hen ery mother agency, the 

Daveeuient of Tastee, as ~~ tories in ‘the complaint, To ‘this, ‘it. is , clown from “the  



insert on mamo 9 

Plaintiff notes the apparent inconsistency between the claim of the Motion, 

“What the fails to state a Clim upon which relief can be~ granted; and the admission ———— 

  

  

  

: here, that relief gan be granted but "The defendants~contend the-plaintiff.is not ____ 

~~ gniitled to the relief he seeks". Here -defednats acknowledge. the invalidity of the 

a C 7 ee first ‘of. ‘the three grounds” upon- which -their Motion-isbased,__ ES ae a RN TR TE LN I 
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foregoing comment, analysis and comparisons of the representations of plaintiff's 

“appeal and -defendants'-response- that--plaintiff—has-fully—complied with the applicable .___ 

daw and~regulations--by--a)making- formal appeal, which he didin his aforequoted letter __ 

of June -20,-1970-and-b)- with its. rejections by defendants under date of September 17, __ 

--1970,- Aside fromthe fact that plaintiff's appeal was rejected, rejection itself was, 

in.violation of the law, which requires promptness, so long delayed that it was not > 

made until quite some time after filing of the complaint and therefore is further | 

Wwithour standing or meanings  —s_| 

Pleqntiff has fully complied with law and regulation, At no point doms 
deferdants ever allege to the contrary. iS Eat 

_ The second contention claims "administrative discretion committed to the dotemeeoke 

by statute and an agreement between defendants, on elt se the e goneralfpublic, afta 

the donors ofnthe arthites." This ace the alind _ contention will be dealt with where 

they tater recur in |, devendants A ReSeuds 

=_ BOERSEE ’ to the second contention, plaintiff 2 notes ond protest ‘the prejudicial 

unwexranted and ineeeurate elisaetion, séfisiictent with ¢ a | like prejudicial and. werraclt 

jerpeniens seustio above, that what plaintiff ‘seoks presents § some kind ‘of jeopardy to -_ 

the satety of a“ avidence. The onda, What he desires to do regarding these articles", __ 

ae se no ‘basis except P prejudice, ; a | subtlty intended to influence the ‘court, for defendant 

“nellther egies nc nor want to Mdot anything to "these articles", | This unjustified, “prejudicial . 

“language i is also designed to divert the courts attention away from what is here ignored 

“by defendants, that plaintiff's first request was for copies of existing pictures; 

which requires nothing Surther of plainti#é than that he pay the cost of making the copies; 

: for which purpose he has a deposit accoumt with the defendants or 

_ A similar diversion and misreprésentation exists in the third contention, which; ~--~~ 

‘with complete consistence, avoids mention of plaintiff's first-request;-for-copies—of-—--—-- 

_ the existing pictures. of which it-cannot be alleged -that-they-are-not—reeords!,—In-——------ 

“fact, defendants do not-allege it; here or-elsewhere-and—thereby--concede—that—plaintiff 

~~ts-entitted-to-copies-of-thems-——--  
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Thus it can be seen that defendants' "Preliminary statement is not accurate, 

OP, aithful or in any way representative of the réal situation and is designed as Oo 

. vehicle for prejudicing the court. It is wothout merit or meaning and does not— ~~~ ~~~ 

: ey the het ah “any substantial or genuine manner, ~~ ~ 

= ef oe . a ee — 
|  



as an | admirable example, x8 

---are—applicable.in this instant cases. 

Defednants' "II. Pertinent Statutes and Regulations" 

__Despite the title of this section, xxrugukatz 

  

mmexaxe defendants also quote 

regulations in “Ill, Argument", in subsections A, B and C.; and the GSA-family agreement 

_is_quoted in subsection B as having the effect of both jaw and regulation. 

_ Plaintiff addresses defendants’ citations in their order of appearances Where 

“quoted Selectively, with what is _uncongenial to Defendants" _ Position and argument ef 

omitted, _ plaintiff will prowide and full text and assign the significance ei aes 

to. the excisions and the reasons toe une excisions. Er some case, of wince the first serves 
fp nasa a a ane = 

  

3 defendants add _omphasis-nithontzsanindieskiagster 

_ tbeceawete pa stelst F Bege this court to note with care what has been omitted and aie 

has been added tty the saphasis that is not in the Slaw. 

The first is what the Public informstion . is | dilesed = "provide" 

w(al(3).. « oe each agency on oe for identifiable neconde made in aceordance with 
—-published_rhles ......shall make the records promptly available to any person. On __ ~puot SAeG—TMLES - 

  complaint, the district court . .. has jurisdiction to enjoin the agency from withholding | 
agency records and to order the production. of ony agency records improperly withheld. . . "| 

_..._There then appears a row os asterisks, followed by: __ 

(3) specifically emempted fee disclosure a statute .. ." 5 U.S.C. 552, Pub. Le 
~99+23~(Emphasis- added) ."~- - eee 

~——Just exactly what is-claimed-to be "specifically exempted from disclosure by... 

~~ Btatute-is- newhere -stated,k-By means—of-this-ireelevancy--added—tothe partial... 

~ quotation of .the-law, itis. sought toinfer..that the exemptions of 5.U.S.C..552 

_..Howeverm_in neither this instant defendants' motion nor in defendants "Answer" 

-tugxki do defendants claims applicability of any of the said exemptions. «ss 

___... Before presenting to the court that which defendants omitted in citing the law, _ 

Plaintiff mmte asks the court to note the vital discrepancy, what would appear to be | 
_ an irreconcileable conflict, betweem the concession in even the partial citation of 

_the law, "On complaint, the district court" and "Second Defense" ; in defendants’ "answer", 

_which reads, “The Court dacks jurisdiction or BE eabiees me GUEE " 

While Plaintiff, =m tepresents: Bausele J in La eee being? WEthoae means for 

hiring experienced counsel, cannot and does not pretend expertise in the law and its 
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technicalities, customs and practises, it would seem that defendants and their counsel 

-—~gre-toying withthe Vourt-and-the-law-in-arguing simultaneously, albeit in papers the | 

—-—---filing- of which is separated. by some time, that this court does and does not have jurisdict- 

tien. -Defendants-appear.as. the devil with scripture, improvising interpretations that | 

appear, at. the.moment_ of improvisation, _to. serve defendants' __ purposes, _whether or not wo 

_......... faetual_or even truthful, _ 

___.___, The very first words of (a) of the law are relevant and controlling, which, nO 

__doubt, accounts for their absence in defendants' representation of this provision. 

_ These words are, "(a) Each agency shall make available to the public information 

__as follows:" 

' Beginning with the first words quotated by defendants, the rest of this provision 

actually reads, "...each agency, mn request for identifiable records made in accordance 
~"“with published riles stating the time place, fees-to the-extent-authorized by—-statute,—.-—- 

and procedure to be followed, shall make the records promptly available to any person, 
"On “Complaint, the district court of t-e United-States—in-the-district—where the -comp=. 

plainant resides, or has his principal p,ace of business, or in which the agency records 

-~grevsituated, has jurisdiction-to-enjoin-the-ageney from-withholding agency records. and. 
to order the production of any agency records improperly withheld from the complainant. 

~-—--- I n--guch -a-ease; the court-shall determine. the matter_de novo, and the burden is on the _ 
sgency to sustain its action..."   

The remainder of this paragrpah deals with punishment ‘for noncompliance. 

What is also not cited and what appears to be relevant is: 

"(c) This section does notmauthorize withholding of information of information or 
—........limit_the availability of records to the public, except as specifically stated in this section..." alain ee 

7 462. connection, plaintiff here notes _that-tm the absence-of défendants' claim™ 

  

   

  

- that what plaintiff seeks is-shéltered by the 9 listed émemptions, plaintiff is entitled ~ 
Tp the Mameey Sadsengat POP WHLeH PISMEITT las cartier mveas——-- —————----___— 

“Now, what have defendants omitted in their selective-quotation of the-law?— 

“First, that "Each agency, in accordance with published-rules,—-shall—make available, 

  

“for public inspection and copying=""which is-what-—plaintiff-seeks—and—hassought.—..__-_-. | 

~~~fully, witnes-absaace-of-contrary-complaint-from-defendants..--____   
~—-—Next, tnat thismparticular-court-does-have-jurisdiction,—which defeddants denied.



stat—3 

in their "Answer", because it is the court "in the district...in which the agency records 

_are situated." _ 

Meet, that this court does have , authority "£0 order hes production of any "agency - 

records imporperly w withheld from Hs complainant." Moreover, ‘there is “great and oo 

seh urenss in hat funediateiy follows, ies was oudibeed, by ere abet | this court 

 ghall determine the matter dé novo and™ = 

“b)"the burden is on the agency to sustain its action." 

“In short, what defendants omitted in their pretended-citation -of-the-applicable—____. 

~ provisions; is that under~the-law~-they-must "make available for public.inspection" 

~and fo? copying "that-which-defendant-asks except. they. claim.one of the nme specified + 

-exemptions,-which,—plaintiff-repeats,.is claimed in enither this instant motion or in 

-- defendants" Answer" ,-——~ 

_with_the defendants. 

_of what defendants later allege, amounts to a deliberate deception of the court, is 

_And-over and above.all this, the burden of proof lies not with the plaintiff but 

The the emphasis added by defendants is misrepresentative, misleading, prejudicial 

_and inconsistent with all authority will be shown as each authority claimed is cota denen 

The second citation of law is 44 U.S.C. 5301.5 Again, there ar e omissions and 
added emphasis. Defendants acknowledge adding the emphasis: 

"In connection with | ‘the treatment of mabe Etats Beposine in the Hf SECDINGE bonenees 
‘yee aaaleatear a i se soe eee ae | 

'¥As used in this chapter, "records" includes all a papers, maps, 

“photographs, or other documentary materials... Library-and-museum-material 
_ made or acquired and seeeewe Bebely for reference or exhibition purposes... 

“are not includeds""—----- = ss . ae 

~-S+-the- outset; -this—proves-without—peradventure of doubt that plaintiff_is entitled, _ 

by defendants! own-argument,—to.xhexphutmga..at the very least the existing photograpbh, 

his-—first—request. -so-carefully hidden _from. all defendants" paper s before this courte teary 

-Now,-what.doms defendants omit in their citation of 44 UeSCe 3301? 0 

_The first omission, which could k# not possible be more relevan# and in the light 

_longer than all of the section that is quoted, The carefully-omitted words are?  



decisions, procedures or other activities | of the core ent or because of the informational 

| 

stat -4 

"regardleww of physical form or characteristics, made or received by ahy agency of the 

United States Government under Federal law or in kk connection with the transaction 

of. public business and preserved or appropriate for preservation wk by that agency or 

any of its legitimate successors as evidence of the ‘orgabization, functions, policies,—- 

value xuxthey of data in then." one erent ere 

“A more perfect description of the clothing and pictures thereof,;—-what—plaintiff has... 

been 
denied and secks in this action, is i#ffxdieex-not-easily-found-in-the law. If. - 

~ the Congress had had plaintiff's instant action in -mind,-it-could_not better have 

~-"ritten a law to complete encompass it, to-more -completelygiven- the. sanction of the 

pie 
na 

law to that which plaintiff-seekse 

_this attempt. to subvert and corrupt the law by what amounts 2 a csmmsnidabes misrepresen— 

the & added emphasis | is irrelevantm despite” the adding of emphasis e lend the court to 

__believe « otherwise, as wid be seen in what comes later, Vhat plaintiff seeks - is not of 

“be seen and emphasized, 
—_ 

depbi te defendants eons ary eretense, “the two quoted exceppts from 44 U.S.C., ## 2107 

qd 2108 are “included re spamposes consistent with all the other attempts to impose" "" 

sree be noted that aise these sections cover, fits neither the pictures sought nor ~~ 

~>—Pris, apparently, and-the-complete refutation in it alone of what defendants later 

—~gliege,~arrarently-wqas sufficient warrant for them to withhold this from their citation 

~of+the~—lLaw-+o-the--pojnt-where. their citation is given a meaning diametrically opposite 

ae = which the Congress intended and which it hase 

The dishonesty and deceit here apparent is so overwhelming — little point 4 is y Senves 

_in- adding. to it that added by the injudicious- added emphasise ‘The full maga tous 2a 

tation will become even moreapppr apparent in consideration ie defendants' further 

On piol bean of it ang similar legal torturings. 

__ The remainder of the quotation Bet is ene lade 1 by pL ‘defendants, especially with 

this character | or p desc ol 

Because no violation of the seterietions imposed “by “the donor is involved, == WHit 

upon. | ‘thebtrust: of fag court ‘and plaintiff's lack of:.professional counsel, However, it sho 

sii pices say 

the clothing, ie ‘Veneuaee “of ‘the statute ‘being "the ‘papers: “and other historical ~ 

naterials" (defendants, ‘consistently, ‘underlined "other historical materials), which 

  

 



Insert State 4a 

-—...._.-Nor-is-this-all--that-defendants-omit,-while-adding false—emphasis—that—is a 

~—----- contrary—to—the meaning -of -the law,--That- defendants are-aware—of-what plaintiff is about. 

~-.--___to-guote-need-not be-assumed,..as-would. seem_to_be safe, for plaintiff's telegraph 

-—__-it_ink language. appearing on the next page »"Although the Public Information Act does not. 

_spepifically. define the word 'records', predecessor legislation, within. the ken of the Con 

__...._Longress, did. Section 1 of the Act of July 7, 1943, 57 Stat 380, providing for the __ 

___ disposition of records, states:" There follows a fuller quotation from this statute. _ 

_, Addressing exactly this point is the language of the Attorney General's Memorandum _ 
_on the Freedom of Information law ‘(p.25). The only changes made by defendants was 

_required by the intended deception for the applicability in ‘this Anstant case as: 

‘made ‘Specific by specific reference to "the National Archives". That Memorandum says? 

"The term xeum ‘records' is — coe in Re —— BES. However, in connection 

with wee } Enea tient oF pesteiat Teioets by the oe Archives, Congress defines 2 the 

"term in in the Act of July ts 1945, sec. l, ate Stat : 380, | 44 UeSeCo (1964 Ba Ed. ) 366 as 

_—— folowss" What follows 4 is what , defendants: culled and sade false emphasis t 46; 

Oo a would seem that ihe, ene meaning of the 1s Law 7 was Weisan ‘the ten oF 4 the" gefencants: 

: fon — Potions i fis Mevornsy Panerai "a Henorandup 2 a paneeragh that of whieh 

‘defendants did. not desire ‘this court to be. aware, that “availability s shall include ‘the 

“right to” copy "and that "it is 5 equally clear" that both both “contemporaneous” and 

"historical" documents are included. ; - 

- _ It is apparent that under the law and the official interpretation of the law = 

' there is no genuine issue as to any material fact. There is only misrépresentation 

and Wetepttenes 

 



sxat—5 

cannot cover the pictures sought, those never having been the property of the late 

— President, _ and hardly covers” his clothing, =k eeion to this donation was the most 

basic official evidence of am official investigation which - in any 7 event, | is . deseribed in 

the agreement covering ‘the | gift 3 in an L GRELEOLY ‘ aifferent manner than here represented | 

__and deceptively emphasized WEED the underscoring - not 4 in “the statutes 

__ The foregoing items are » discoused in full ‘detail - in . consideration of Section "B", 

_ Apparently cwedi ting the court “with little ‘perception or undertsnading, pkaxaik — 

defendants, ee th agean mith emuinalis designed to mislead, ‘cited WSection 1 of the Act 

of sult a0 1985, 57 Stat 380", “to ‘argue ‘that ‘JOORERSRERX ERS ‘Whithough the Public Information 

Acts does not autiee specifically ‘define xeuuris the word ‘records', predecessor legislati| 

“tion, ‘within the. -_ of the 90th Congress, aiszi did", Ignoring the permeating 

adding of emphasis, defendants quoye ‘sufficient of this law to establish plaintiff's. 

vase peyong peradventure in the definition or "recoris*s———__-__—- 

wo as ‘records includes all books, papers, maps,” ~-photographs,--or other. . 

_ documentary _ materials regardless of physicas com or Se a made or received 

by an agency of the United States Vovernmen : -orin_connection with __ 

_the transaction of public business and Raver CORR yEP 4 Poe B preserva 19Es legitimate successo 

SUCCESSOTEXREXXPKEERE cmuxkyxkhat as evidence of- the-organization of the orgabization, 

_ functions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations or other activities of the ; 

Government or because of the 4nformational value—in-themeoo" 

   
axxo        

This is the identical language excised from the earlier citation of the law an here | 

...ig-ineluded only.in_an effort to mx misuse the law, by} means - Ge - conrupting added 

ee _emphasis, to redefine records other than ¢ as _the Congress ¢ did, This not only perfectly 

fits that which plaintiff seeks in this instant aeigot. but adds to ) plaintif's case “by 

oo _okimina ne. any _ doubt as to whether what he Boeke is encompassed — ‘the designation 

_"records". Without question, noe aE paotographs sn access to. ‘the clothing, official — 

_ evidence, exactly the word used in this statute; ‘and, seni | a perfect description 

; of the reason for Xeeping the clothing, as will “he seen in 1 discussion ‘of the contract, 

because of the informational wally 

Even 1 Sfdefentants were ‘to ‘pretend, as 1s they ‘do ‘not, that the clothing is no more ~~~ 

them" ibrary or museum naterial", addressed in the next sentence of the statute, for™~ 

that to apply such brary ¢ or museum ‘material ‘wouldhave mm to meet two addéd tests for™   
‘iexeriptian, ay both are > here ‘lacking. ‘They ‘would have to be "solely" for either ay



stat-6 

"reference" or b) "exhibition" purposes. Defendants, in this instant actiona and in every 

other way and on every other occasion establish neither sould possible apply, aside fax 

. from the added qualification of ‘the: statute, ““golely"s oe rs 

. ior: is thera any doubt that the National Archives is the "legitimate successor" 

‘to the Warren Commission, perhaps the most readily-available spurce of the many ~~~ 

"proofs that emist being the final paragraph of the Foreword to the Commission's report ——— 

(p. xv), which says that all of its records, téstimony, exhibits, files “and-other—~———— 

“investigative materials which are relied upon in thes report" are committed to-the-—————- 

National Archives for permanent deposit “under the rules and reguiations-of the ——————--—— 

“National Archives and applicable Federal & law."-The Commission's-own definition... 

“admirably encompasses that which plaint seeks~in-this-instant-action, it—being 

the most basic evidence, “investigative material" of—prime nature, and_very. 

j—- What next-follows in- pkxx- defendants' Memorandum. give no more comfort to the a 

~pretense that-the-evidence of the.Warren Commission, the Presidential vlothing 

—pehring- the damage from the bullet or bullets and locating and defining this 

were one to assume : 

damage, is not xeeuxi "records" as defined separately by GSA, even assuming that BSA 

could, by regulation, wwf nullify federal law, and that official evidence can 

_-possiblg be defined otherwise. 

In an excerpt from "GSA regulations", otherwise undescribed and under ined, soe 

. rperpna ee bat ot Eee EA Bes fue eed Bet LSRSEES ont quoted i in | full. tet one is pertinent 

_or even relevant. Not one makes any reference to Phobegraphey 5 which is xke what 

_plaintiff seeks, no more. ‘Nor, naturally, 3 is Dt "exhibits" or r Nelothing". Ta, any 

_event, _the _previously—quoted language es anes Se ” clearly 1 requires ie availability of 

plaintiff seeks. 

_ "Appeals within os is next + quoted # Prom hese cosieone: why not being clear, 

for ‘there is no allegation plaintife aia oo one with them and the uncintested evidence 

is sua plaintist dide What is i ecesee is that these ‘regulations ‘also. require that — 

appeals be handled 1 "promptly", which | is s hardly axGescRkwkkex s so longa period asi (i‘—~S~ 

~ ares. ‘monte, a — Feaditertnnniewaamads a ee oe a _  



____seeks, is also quoted from these regulations, 

_to the extent that defendants neruse to abide — thei: own regulations, as will be 

- seen when subsection | B of 

no genuine aasue as to aly wateriat face _ 

—_} 

stat-7 

"Donated Historical Gifts", a definition not suited to the photographs plaintiff 

petundgnely and irrelevantly, to say that 

_mpeex€ conditions specified by the Honor | must be niet This | is ‘not an issue, except 

“argument” is s considered. 

_ From ‘the: foregoing, — at can be seen int the ‘cited 1 "pertinent Statutes and Regulations” 

niet with what is seems not unfair eo designate é as , deceptiveness, “incompleteness
 — 

and something ieee than the ‘iitinate ‘devotion to “scrupul
ousness ao “not supprt ~ 

defendants: contentions in any — and - in _ every case require that “plaintiff be 

provided with what he gadkss 

Of this there can be, as plaintiff stated in his Motion for a Summary Judgement, — 

ae ha 

 



Defendants! "III. Argument", 

' The first section is headed "Plaintiff has Failed to Exhaust the” available =~” 7 

Administrative Remedies." As seen in kas plaintiff's analysis of defendants” 

  

"Statement of Material Facts", this contention is contrary to fact and~the 

f. ery clear written evidence, Plaintiff filed the required appeal; it was not-acted-~—~~—~~ 

“upon "promptly" as reguried by law and regulation, plaintiff-filed-this instant 

complaint, and three months after the appeal, the-proper—and—designed -offieer-of —---- —.-—- 

on Defendants rejected- plaintiff's- appeal, -completing—all-that-is—required for plaintiff. 

————--—--o-have exhausted the available administrative-remedies,-In_an excess of caution, 
b . 

~~ plaintiff -also- appealed to the Attorney. General, HHO"WBES1 PREG be rejected. __ a 

+. Nevertheless ,..because_one of the issues.is whether or not there is a "genuine _ 

—____.-issue_as.to.any material fact," assessment of defendants' claims, allegations _ 

__....._.. and. contentions is in order, 

First “EHEEE is BoOIner 3 reference to the content of GSA regulations under the 
se ~+{ cas ae 

_Acte What is not found is any allegation _ that  plaintife ¢ aia net comply — hen, anal ihek 

in full. 

- _ There then follows the previously—déalt-with partial quotation of plaintiff's ~~~ 

- appeal, handled with such f idelity that evén the wrong date is attributed to ites---~ 

~~ ‘This, in turn, is followed by what can be regarded as no less than-a~ deliberate effort - 

~ to deceive the court, to say that because axpiketure some of—the~pietures-in-the--------- - 

~filds were provided plaintiff, -all were,~-and-to-say—that~if-—-some-of—the--picture-of. some —. : 

ofthe garments were provided, -all--pietures-of-all-_garments-were, This, in turn, is. 

~~ towed bythe typical -andout—of—context-selective quotation from plaintiff's 

_f appeal, and..that by deliberate misinterpretation of the law and regulations,  «s—ss) 

__....._ HaBSSndlaey a touch of the ridiculous that by this point cannot be regarded as __ 
oie OUR OF Keeping, 

there is accurate quotation of plaintiff's appeal, which quite accurately says = __ 

_..___.. if. is "because" of the decision "to refuse me supkax photographic opies of photographs 

_in these files," earlier identified, Defendants than say of plaintiff's appeal, "Yet 

  

 



--eopies- (emphasis added without.so indicating by defendants) of photographs of some of the _ 

President's garment...'(id.)" 

_has been supplied with photographs of cabbages he was not entitled to photographs of kings. 

_ uncontested fact is that when he applied for "photographic copies | of Photographs in 

_ these files" he had, instead, been provided with _those " “made from photoengraved copies" 

_(emphasis added), that is those designed for reproduction and thereby, < on ae cal 

alone, totally Umea ted =r scholarship or io poveuculanly © when the evidence to 

be jstudies was in some cases : BBS a quarter of an inch in size on the ne garment an and {in - no 

case larger 4 than a per iets It must be | obvious and in - fact it is the case ne 

the data plaintise sought is totally invisible on thease aioture preted. which. 4 is the 

ee has ee in any - event, 60. do with ‘plaintiff's ‘request for other and different 

“pictures were to be made available, and those provided were, as plaintiff accurately 

said, of this character,"those showing no detail, nothing but gore." 

_ that after providing plaintiff with one or several xéroxes Of documents from these 

same files, defendants did not refuse to provide plaintiff with other copies. In fact, ~~~ 

~ defendants have supplied plaintiff with thousands of “such copLes, 

“provided pictures plaintiff-does not want; they do -not-have--to—comply -with-law-and—-— 

~~regulation and provide those plaintiff -dees-want—and-does-request,.———— 

arg-# 

the succeeding sentence establishes: 'I have been provided with utterly meaningless 

-The. inference h re intended to be foisted off on the court is that if plaintiff 

_Alsom plaintiff did say only "some", as defendants acknolwedge. _ 

__By_misquotation that again cannot be accidental, what plaintiff said and what is 

only 3 reason — were scovided.. Plaintiff earernie Se that rhe a ‘provided, 

pictures, were for these reason not inly "utterly meaningless" but more, provided in / | 

opne violation of the family agreement, under which no undignified or sensation 

The reidculousness of this spurious argument is limmed when it is considered 

_ And what the court should also understand is that defendants-argue that, -having---- 

~It-is-not onty ridiculous, it-is-alse-irrelevant,—for-it—to-be-argued-_that 

"Defendants submit there is no responsibility upon them to produce documents subject to.  



__ "identifiable records' and not! meaningful records." 

Arg-B 

ibdividual determinations as to 'meaningfulness.' The Act requires production of 

Now, what in this contrivance defendants do eee so intending 3 is to admit that 

the Act does require them to peeaies aiGenel Tiable Hecende™= 1 Nowhere is there any 

claim that plaintiff dod nok Bel E EOE  eeieabis records", which - is to. aoe the 

mozzan exactly | as Eien | set forth in his “Motion for a es Judgement, plaintetts 

nave et ‘complied » with the law and ‘Fhave ¢ is, as | states | in plaintiff's ‘motion, 

no genuine issue as to any material fact. 

The facta are simdie; ae with some care , here hidden by defendants: plaintiff 

made proper SS for ‘carefully-identified records, was refused these records, 

appealed, and was refused again on appeal, nothwithstanding the admission here by — 

defendants, that "The Act requires production of ‘identifiable records.'" =~ 
   

However, 

‘official record of this great tragedy in American history and how society and government ~~ 

functioned with respect to it, plaintiff addresses directly defendants trickery with ——-— 

‘words. There is not now and never was any question of “individual determinations as-to~——~ 

-‘meaninglessness'", as defeddants and their counsel are well awares~Plainfiff used ——--.— 

‘this description in his appeal only in-aneffort to-assist the undertsnading of the ~~ 

‘official who would have to make kisthxx the decision-and-so-that—the.difference..... 

~~between” "photogrpahic copies of -photographs"and—"photoengraved_copies", which is 

~an-enormous difference, might -be--comprehended,— 

~-Nenetheleds,-as-willbe-seen_inconsideration of the actual provisions of the _ 

-GSA=-family contract, pkaimkif® defendants are wrong even in their frivolities with = __ 

so-serious.a thing as the law_and so somber a file as that of the evidence of the | 

assassination of an American President, 

for this childish argument to be valid, defendants could provide a blank piece of 
_paper in response to an "identifiable" (and. itl should be noted, _ identified) record end 

_claim to have empiss with complied with all law and regulations. 

Defendants’ concluding sentence in this part begs the question and is calculated 
to deceive the court, It reads, "Nonetheless, it is obvious from plaintiff's language 

duxpaxk this instant action is part of the ~~~ ~~~ 

 



together with-any—allegation. that the requests were not adequate or proper under daw 

- plaintiff's appeal, 

“Was filed, it is admitted, was-denied plaintiff:"In terms. of furnishing you a personal _ 

— ~otherss rane ernment i nn nen ne ae ne ee ee ee 

arg-4 

that he was (emphasis in original) provided copies of photographs of the 

President's garments."-Tha+-plaintiff-was provided photographs other than those 

~-gought in his-requests, appealand in this instant action in no way addresses the 

~obligation,-under-law, regulation and, as will be seen, the family agreement, that 
provided Tn 

plaintiff be-raguxxed copies of those photographs he does want and seekg, 

In the- absence-of—any representation that plaintiff's erquests were not fulfilled, — 

~and- regulations, there is and can be no matexta genuine question as to any material 

~faet, as-plaintiff stated in his Motion for a Summary Judgement. . 

The partial quotation of other paragrpahs of plaintiff's appeal aa the 

response that is in actuality an outright refusal, further establish that ; there is 

no| question aExiMExeuRIEEr 

  

ee eeecans iene, 

_ofgenuine issue as to any material fact. 

Sette BOO VENY (ana the accuracy is ; neither here not elsewhere contested), — 

plaintift go8 zibedy appeal that ‘among the public “informationk he seeks:"Thé ~~ 

National Archives ie ‘made its | own 1 photographs ‘of these garments, for the alleged me 

purpose ‘of males: ‘then available for study rather than permitting study ofnthe----——-———~ 

eimmate, (What, defendants edited out here is dealt with wider consideration -of ae 

defendants Statement of Material Facts).) Iwas show (sic) copies of-photographs—of———~ 

“which I was denied copies." There follows a description of- Seog oer ere station. fron... 

ss The = cael on “eae the rejection of- phaintiff's -appeal, nade. threemonths after it. we 

~eopy of thé photograph." Insertion ofthe word."personal is false and prejudicial, for 

“ander Archives practise;-there-is-no-such thing as.a "personal" copy and, in fact, | 

the Archives has-furnished-copies.of other photographs it has made for plaintiff to 

-Refusing—plaintiff.a-_copy is. violation of law and regulations and, as s will be 

-geen,-also—ofnthe family contract onto which defendants seek to unload responsibility  



arg-5 

for the suppressions. As quoted above, in exposing plaintiff's omissions and 

~gelective quotations-from-P.L.-90-23.it.is required tht that 00000 

A (2) Ba gh aeeney acne eee with published rules, shall make available for public 7 

| is ‘Department of Justice's own interpretation of the law,-as embodied inthe ————_ 

~ Attorney General's pyblished memoradidum on it (ps23)- says: — 

“ITE Ys evident... that availability shall-inelude- the-right.to.acopy..." 

  

akxax--own-specialand.applicable regulations __ 

(notably, not quoted-herein-by-defendants), entitled "Regulations for Refernce Services on_ 

~ Warren Commission- Bvidence",-in-the paragrpah numbered "2", contains this unequivocal _ 

—tnemageddaline-with !Stil1_ hotographs": "Copies will be furnished on request for = sed photograp Se ice eee 

~-the-usuad-feese lt —-—--— 

oo  SQ-it-is obvoous that defendants violated law and regulation axa in refusing 

  

opies of those photographs he requested, _that this refusal | was 

.... repeated_in denial of. plaintiff's appeal, and that on this SCOTE y 4005 ada is 

_no genuine issue as to any material fact. 

__ Flagrant as this _is, defendants have the senera ty oe follow it with Wal 4 was 

_explored at elngth in | considering this appeal and its refusax rejection, 3 in 

__ consideration of defendants" _ she een BE Material Pact." acing per a: injury, 

_ defendants: allege that their ECE ONS after the complaint was filea, ‘not “handled 

_Promptly as required, y accset of f plaintitt's requests, following this with the 

equally false Beper Mlk that this letter (enone: author : is “incorrectly identified at 

_this point) rejecting plaintiff's ‘speed, "completely refutes ‘plaintiff's assertion 

that he "has consistently bee denied", That very letter, in fact. so establishes. == 

Until plaintitt — ‘een provided with ‘those copies of theose identified records he ~~~ 

has “requested, ‘there | is 5 absolutely no doubt that he has "been denied". To date; no ~~~ 

single picture “of, anyt ‘of those requested and identified by plaintiff has been ~ Se 

povided him, Again, on - this additional eimestreu i it is beyond any doubt—-that— ———— 

there is no . genuine “issue as to any material fact. WO rr eee re enn nn came arate een ements 

~ The oncredible conclusion to all of this is that "there has been-no denial of --————~  



plaintiff's requests", which assuredly is the most exotic dmserkptionxkf | 

interpretayion of the words "no denial" ever made, no single request having been 

‘honored or complied with and no copies having been supplied. To this is added "there has b 
“been no ruling by the Assistant Administrator." Aside tron the fact that plaintiff req 

requested and it was agreed that were his ‘requests rejected they would be “worwarded 

"through the channels of appeals, There is this regukation, here actually quoted, 
“Gi GRR Gi05-Go.404(c): a ee ee 

"If the denial is sustained the matter will be submitted. . . (in original) to the” 
Assistant Administrator for Administration whose ruling thereon will be. furnished ino 
writing to the person requesting the records.” a 

~' Unembarrassed by the said Assistant Administrator's five months of ‘silence; ~~~ 

_ defendants plead, "There has been no danial of plaintiff's requests<:.o8 

~~"With the explicit language of the Attorney-General! s Memorandum (~p.-24)~ordering?+-———- 

“Every effort should be-made to-avoid-encumbering the-applicant's- path-wi-th-procedural 
obstacles when these essentially internal Government problems arise", 

and with the words of the House report on this law, as quoted by the same source, being? 

"the person naling the request 4 is ; entitled o © prompt review r by she feed ‘of he 
agency", _ : a a ; Be — 

there would.seem. tobe no legal_sanction for defendants' position, that plaintiff 

await. the freezing-over of hell. 

-Defednants can not ignore and violate the law and regulations and hem not_ 

provide the "prompt" review and then, eight month after plaintiff's appeal, plead __ 

that thereby "There has been no denial of plaintiff's requests" because "there has 

__been no ruling by the Assistant Administrator." 

Here, once again, there is no genuine issue as to any material fact. And, as Has 

been shown, in all of ‘this | section of defendant's | NArgument™ entitled "Plaintiff Has 

Failed to Exhatst the Available Administrative Remedies", defednants claims is, 

without EXCeD Tony false, putas ae more than anes ed” his available administrative 

Bente | and on aa of this there is also no genuine issue as to any material fact.  



request, ‘for copies of the existing photographs# that hé Has béen deniéd, is not ~~ 

addressed, and with regard to that thére is no genuine issue as to any material fact.-—— 

of the late President for the stippression of evidence by defendants and-their-counsel---—~-— 

overwhelming proportion of what-is withheld in-thewarren-Commission- files-at—the-— 

National Archives is withheld-by-order-of the-Department of Justice, And-so anxious was.__ 

~ the Department of Justice-to-withhold,—in.this-case really meaning suppress, public 

- Commission! For morethan six years, the Depar ment of Justice attempted to suppress 

naceUvibtaPIBPRtReT sahuthe 4apRives _ st 
__.When it was first claimed that there was error in, the #eport of t e > President's 

Commission, those who _pretended to be its defenders pretended — to be defending the 

_former €hief Jdustice who Was: its ‘titular head. Actually, ¢ as plaintiff Fixst pee 

was even | alleged by the Poul Se et counsel in ohare of that t part of the woule’ ena thet 

part of ae ‘weltang et the pReport that is at issue in this ang tent ¢ case ak af fiers 

were error, the fhen Chiet Justice was a perjurer, ‘Saika eousel accu used this. 

that the official explanation of this assassinationis erroneous, ~~~ 

Defendants! " B.Defendants' Refusal to Permit Examination and Photographing of 
the Aryicles is a Discretionary Act Created by Statute and Agreement with the BDonwrs" 

- It is in this section of defendants’ "Argument" thatthe intent to~blame~the-family~— 

becomes apparent. Defendants counsel is the Department-of-dusticesFar-and-away~the—-———— 

information- that it-aetually-ordered the Archives to withhold several hundreds of 

_pages-of such public_information that had actually been published by the Warren 

what.the Warren Commission had, in fact, published, These several hundred pages were hot. 

in his first book made clear, most of the owrk was by the facet the E TERE EES of the 

Commission HEEHE having been selected oo capes Ene Busies's men in the aa It 

rery, 3 word in his ‘spurious argument, Por ie yell lnew ‘that: what ‘the “hief | Justice and the 

other members of the Comuiacten signed ¥ was his. own work, his own beliefs, ‘his own 

theories pretended ie "he. ed ‘presented ‘as though they were fact, The real reason 

fees government seeks to deny ‘the ‘pictures plaintiff seeks is ‘because, with plaintiff's 

knowledge of the fact, the said pictures have the capability of proving beyond doubt 

At the outset, it should be noted that here also the fimak plaintifr's risst ~~ 

T 
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That, however, the government will not admit, and the foregoing is a 

fair sample of the extent towhich the government will go in an effort to prevent 

_.any, effort to establish truth and rectify error. — 

_It is also a fact that when questions about it were raised after appearance of the 
_4Report, | official _Spokesmen s said that there cou, a not possibly be abything wrong 

_ with | the ‘Report because the late brother of the late President, both” assassination 

victims, as Attorney General, had been | in 1 charge of the Ses eee ee, ue ae is 

that the ‘then Attorney General was ‘Somplenehy diusssbociated <=an the investigation 

Pripr a | @Epearanss BF ahs 2 Report, the staff of the Commission actually tried to persuade 

the ee n Attorney General to make public 1 his approval ¢ of the Report ie had 1 never penal 

His BESRSS reply, to its credit t published iy ‘the Commission, af bate ¢ in Sis appended 

anche of that omentidaed. ‘chaos in Bese 26 volumes, was that to the Commission' s 

inehicdes ‘the. late Attorney ‘General knew of ‘the case , only that which he had been told 

andl he dharelors sould not ‘Broperly or honestly make any comment, 

"But the effort to make ‘ti seem that the family of the late President was somehow 

the cause of withholding that which was and is withheld never séased. It is here 

| hhexekirixbebindswhichzgoxeramentumithzineckotentxalssuppressiaezhideszitsetGxand%c = = 

‘tkaxkiktegakximteatzx that the wold of suppression secks to adom itself in the 
“eldthing of the vistin sheep. 

It is here that by, with the most deliberate and premeditated misrepresentation,~-~~-~ 

the government says it must deny plaintiff because of a certain "letter agreement dated—-—- 

~~“ etober 29; 1966." The wording is not- inaccurate. It was "dated" that—days But—i+—was--—-—— 

“prepared earlier, at a time when -the-representative - of--the-executors--of—the estate—of 

~-the-late-President-was-not-Het-known, A-blank was left for. this name_and that_of_ao 

-former~Assistant Attorney-General. of the United States, Mr. Burke Marshall, was written in, 

A-little-background.is required for proper understanding of this contract,  —=—s_—s=—s=—s—i‘w 

-—And, it, too, was improperly withheld from plaintiff when he requested it, as the _ 

complaint sets forth. Prior to this contract, there was a certain "Memorandum of 

transfer" executed by the Secret Services in April of 1965. What is covered by this letter  



_\ does, in fact, direct that what plaintiff asks be done. 

f 

\ 

of 
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ini wane = 

Bercenent was first covered by that memorandum of transfer. When plaintiff sought 

ena iJ defendants, carefully avai ting piblic use “of it w ne Deperiacny of Justice 

in order For ‘he provisions GE 5 U.D.C. to be pertinent a and pllicable, for months a 

defednants “gored plaintiff's request, then, by a series of contrived and evasive 

devices extending over a long period of time, denying it to him. When the ‘Secret 
| 

Service | gave the: ‘Archives | a copy “for. it to give ‘to. plaintiff, the Archives refused to 

do SO, failing ¢ even 1 to ‘inform plaintiff and then, after repeated inquiries from 

‘plaintiff, after a long lapse of time, refusing to give plaintiff the copy of this ~~ 

et aan of Gemeter Gat nal teas given him by the Secret Service, attributing 

a different reason in this case. — 

~—---The-letter-agreement_or the GSA-family omtract is Exhibit A attached to the 

--eomplaint.in this instant case, It neither says nor means that which defendants _ 

mmx claim in Section B of their "Argument", Stripped of all defendants’ verbiage, 
paces 

misplaced emphasis, wiahful thinking and straightfowward misrepresentation, this 

_contract neither suppresses nor authorized the suppression of the evidence and it 

f/f 

{ _ However, this "Argument" errs in a manner that is deception in falsely alleging 

jf that it was under this "letter agreement dated October 295 1966" | that "the } ekqtharing 

_and personal effects..-were transferred" a the inne L Apchivens This was accomplished 

with the af oresdit 'Rsa6tandun of EnensEer. It is = title that was /fomally. wanted. 

in _the said Rereceett. That & Bgveeene even as quoted by defendants (7) says tat 

wu is in it transferred is "all of their right. title an interost in all ‘the per- 

sonal clothing of the late President ‘now in the - possession of. ‘the United States Government 

‘ ‘and “daentified - in Appendix Boece ‘(Emphasis added, BS 

“Birst of ali, ‘Skene is “the identification, again with care, deleted from 

defendants' "Argument", By this omission defendants eek to hide their misrepresentation 

histori 
of the clothing as no more than a poet ee e This is one of the repeated ways in which 

this clothing is identified as official evidence, public information, in the said 

egeseucis) f 4) ) e 

  

 



————ase-of- these materials (suchas public display) | or any other use which | would tend in any 

So Cléar is this- 9 GOR REL ASE even- 
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"ABBBNDIE A Clothing and personal effects of the late President identified by 

the following exhibit numbers relating to the President's Commission on the Assassination 
of President Kennedy: Polmiseron fet nee | HS 393 55945 ae FBI Exhibit Nos. C26 wely 

~~ 28, 030, C35, C34, C35, C36." epee ae | 

saferoabowsGhAPEseE carte acen now aaensaty wae 

“las its title trasferred by deseription,-as-one shirt,.one jacket, one tie of described _ 

~stylepy “patter, -colors or-other deseription,. The exclusive identification is =x only | 

——in-terms of identification-by-means_of the official exhibit identifications. _ 

tne -of-the family's desires is explicit: “to prevent the. undignified or sensational 

_..._way..to dishonor the memory of the late President to dishonor | the memory of | ‘the late 

ce President.or"cause unnecessary grief and suffering" to family and friends. 

—Usfendants’ adding of emphasis here without so indicating i is } tantamount, lccasaaa 

history 
iste nean ts _fhitroy set forth above y to asserting that display | Lease une largest — 

_ _audience in the history of commercial WV: is not (pabiie display), not f undignified « or 

_ Sensational not of a nature to cause grief of suffering to family to friends, but 

that photographs for purposes of scholarship and research, _and those of the ‘tiniest 

— paris. of this evidence, would be. This pretense is unworthy of government a as = is 

__ unwoothy of further comment 

  

_ False _emphasis is added to the quotation or er £0 (2)(o), nalking 3 it read, 

“oop The Administrator shal lmhave full authority 4 to deny requests for aadess, or to 5, 

_ impose condi tions he deems appropriate, in order to > prevent undignified or sensational. 

reproduction..." However, what this really § SEyes once the misleading added emphasis - is 

‘removed, is Bimal the o nlybasis § for discretion ~ defendants. in “denying chek 

access mas sae who quality for « access is, “in order to prevent undignified or 

sensational" USE» , Despite all defendants! “contrary ‘pretenses, representations and mis- 

representations, this is the sole ‘baits possibke for denying access. 

Those sie in is ork of the ‘contract qualify are also defined with care: 

"(2) Access to the Appendix A material shall be permitted only to: followea~ 

“late President for purposes relevant to his study thereof," >> 

by"(b) Any seriois scholar or investigator of matters relating to the déath of the ~~ 
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Now if, as plaintiff neither believes nor suggests, the family had had plaintiff 

~in. mind, they_could not more closely described his uncontested qualifications. 

Plaintiff has written at least 500% more serious writing on this subject than anyone 

.else_in_ the entire world, and this estimate is probably conservative. He has aevorned hte 

__ life. to just this study since the tragic events For most of these ¢ seven ‘years, he was | Week 

_ worked an average of more than 18 hours a day, seven | days 2 a weeks iter ions 

__, Although neither law nor regulation r nor : Beeeenent apuane it of hin, plaintiff 

af OS MIGLESE in the language 8 so > shamefully twisted 1 by defendants, net for ok oF ts 

way 0 explain in detail ork iow me "purposes" were "relevant to his study” and even 

/ what he desired to be. able to study. | a — _ a 

| _There - is no t NESE that plaintif? does no not nek, in . Slaintierts belie? mm more see - 

_anyone cise Plaintiff suezest that the Coluniie Broadcasting System, which was 

Ee ues to take photographs of the same > garments, ‘does not meet these tests if at — 

all, as well as 2 plaintifr, “And there was no doubt of the violation of the “public 
poring si sigs es — 

display" 5 sroxigion of ‘this | same agreement with the intent use on TV and that before the 

world's. largest ‘commercially-scheduled audience. 

"‘Braxx Defendants' next quote the provisions of III, again adding emphasis, again~ 
“without somindicating, Avoid that sanre, what this provision says is that "the ———-——-— 

- Administrator is aithorized to photograph” the ckothing evidence "for-purposes of-examina— 

tion in lieu of the originals by persons authorized ~tto have access;"-this~being ——-—--—-- 

~péstricted to one purpose, to “preserve” het Sao to" prevelt possi Le Sees ee ees — 

“Hething pyaMWHIT has requested or-ever: suggested--presents anyoouch-hazard.At-no_point _— 

“in no way, do deféridants allege that the access plaintiff-seeks-presents—any_jeopmdy 

to this evidence (which is-a-lot-more-than-plaintiff can say and prove about the 

~Apchives’ custody of other vital-evidence,-which has been both damaged in that 

—etstody~and-disappeared-entirely from it!.)..Nor do defednants allege or even so much as __ 

~~—suggest-that,-eoneeding-for the sake of argument that this agreement is in all repsect _ 

—vyalid;~pleintiffdees-not-meet all requirements in every way or fail to meet a single  
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requirement in any way. 

oS EaEES to make any such aa not from ignorance but sigple because 

no such argument is possible, Put even were such § an “invalid ‘argument made, “it would 

ioe before the fem for as set forth - in 1 American Mail ie sNeS Ve 

1f the right » righthold. “And, as set forth above, defendants acknowledge their own 

Pessent in having ‘allowed xhuxGe a commercial enterprize, the Columbia Broadcasting ~ 

Am relevant provisions of Section VI escapéd defendants attention~in-their- 

selective quotation from this agreonent. that prowision charges the Administrator. 

"50to. Ppovide: for the preservation, arrangement™and use of “the-ma’ es 

"Use" and "denial of ,ccess to those qualified ar-e-mutually exelusives,—-———— 

“Nor is the opening sentence of the letter agreement-quoted..Its description of the 

~giothing as also relevant: ".+-the-personal effects of. the-latex President which were 

“ee thered as evidence by the-President's Commission..." Furthermore, and another 

~oltisston by defendants,—is I. (2)(a),-which imsksxf contemplates the possibility _ 

eS 

--PDADABDPDD--Defendants next describe what they have elected to select from this: 

aaa family- eontract.as"proscriptions", which in actuality is exactly the opposite of 

what. they..are-as relevant in this action, ~ and alude again | to 44 Ue Se Co 2107 aos aroale) 

. andthe. regulations of the Archives, As we have already seen, 44 U.S.C. eocs 

encompass such evidence, does, quite specifically, include in ane om "records" 

both the "photographs" plaintiff seeks and access to the pronase which is 

__included in the language “or other documentary ad regardless of physica, fom 

or characteristics". hh this connection, pean ee Papeete the Language of the 

_ Attorney General's “emorandum sumee TE Lely) following upon its Gitaton of ‘the | 

_ provision for which aS words = quotse above comes Te says that ‘under P. cm 89-487, OO 

“availability shall tnerude the Sight | to a copy." The enenaee. ‘of ‘the ‘second paragrapy — 

» even reference ‘to that which is withheld constitutes a waiver ~~ 

aren to make ‘their | own “photographs of this identical clothing evidence.— ae 
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paragraph of the Archives' own"Regulations for Refernce Service on Warren Commission 

~_Items-of Evidence" reads, "Still preturesxRx photographs .e.eCopies will be furnished 

~ opn--request.for the usual fees.” 

—.......__Defendants_enjoy no right. to violate the law or their own regulations, nor have they 

the | right. to apply either selectively, granting to a commercial - interest what it denies 
“<, 

ve 

a qualified researcher and an acknolwedged expert the seriousness of whose study and 

purposes has never been challenged. 

_ _Herefollowing defendants — make references to other statutes ee aa ues 

_ acceptance of gifts subject to conditions and restrictions" » the -Siteged confidentiality 

; of some donations and such ‘things, none OE wolel is 5 coeslewatths for these things: are 

not in _any sense at TSsuey be lew, aeeuigiions and contract, as 5 quoted in the Poreruin 

_having specific ADEENSSbAli ty whereas thse generalities } fave none. 

=o oem = Tone eOInS it is capmrent 4 that there is no genuine : issue as to. any 

- 

| 

material fact in defendants’ ‘Dipak BY, 3 in ead and every ase the ‘laws ‘and ‘regulations 
— were be ates 

cited a as well as the > family. « ‘contract eee g plaintife's | Motion for “Summary . Judgement", 
tras 

cement pase ee - - _ 

{ 

— = sc 
-  



ener re Srennnennnmamagenacann DOO 

oe Herein. defendants argue differently from the other side = the a ny Having 

—_asserted under "LI. Pertinent Statutes and Regulations", chat AL though the Public Informa 

tion. Act does not specifically define ‘the word ‘records! , Predecessor legislation, within ' 

_ the ken of the 96 90th Congress did", _and there p.3) cme ZSection 11 of of oe ‘Act of 

_JSuly 7, 1843, 5T Stat. 380" 5 alebit incompletely ¢ and selectively, as 1 intel above, 

_ they here (p.9) claim that under ae! U.S.C. > 5501 3 is ; controling and ‘tine argue 1 that Oo 

the clothing undér § U.S.C. 5526 

or duplicates: of the clothing, } he » asks for: no more than “ohotographs, » which eliminates — 

ang Pont night have erieted! in . defendants’ argument. SimkwingyXasXxrenEa 

éefendants in including photographs within the definition of "records". The ~~~ 

“received by any agency of the United States “overbimentin-pursuances- of Federal_law... 

“pr in connection with the traisaction of public business and-preserved or appropriate 
‘for preservation by that agency of its Legitimate-successor_as evidence of the organi- 

“the Government or because~of the informational _value.imof data contained thereine" _ 

‘being "regardless of physical. form or_characteréstics. It "was received...in connection 

~-with-the-transaction.of public business", namely by &he Presidential Commission oe 

~-condueted-an-official, governmental investigation | sanctioned by the President and 

~-the-Congress, with rights and powers duly ttelegated to ite 

Defendants "Argument C. The Kennedy Clothing is not a recorda'within 5 U.S.C 

eyadence 

_ This, first oF all, begs the > point. Plaintiff hee “nok, asked for the clothing» 

“pphographs, as the srw ‘previous!y_céted, ‘show, including ‘that here cited by ~ 

cited and 

very first words of the ‘section of the a¢tormey General's” Memorandum here/misused ~ 

iiinteinae ne   " % * *the words 'records' includes all bookS, papers, maps~photpgraphs-er-other-- 

documentary materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics,-made or. | 

gation, functions, policies, decisions,—proeedures,operations.or other activities of _ 

“TE pe this definition— that -covers— the clothing that is_ evidence, the ian euece 

| 
es | 
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It is both "preserved" and "suitable for preservation" by the "legitimate successor", 

: __hamely the National Archives, It is "evidence of the... decisions or other activities 

  

oo of the Government", including the conclusions or >r decisions of the ‘said Commission 

; and in its inves ‘tigation abd deliberations. And preservation 4 is } because st ome 

informa ¥@BHE1° fe contrained Sheteen” OF Bish more a soon saad Paid. 

_ eas ae aoe ala is wher sgebendanns! skip toy the exclsuoon of "eibrery and mseun 

material made or acquired 3 solel Ly for “reference or exhibition purposes" pmmiinick : 

| (emphasis added), which are -preciudea by everyting defandants cite sisouer, most of 

all by the family « contract, which ould -_" te more spe€ific i in | ctimnatine Ben 

  

pac vehicles; ae 
err pg 

equipment, ete," 

definition, bts very opening = precluding any y Wpublic displak", 

‘Having with carexxigr and foresight not. presented the court with what this page 

of the Memorandum says that is really welevant, with no inhibition at all defendants” 
proceed to present a deliberate misinterprepation of what follows, this the more 

easily accomplished by the omission of the relevant. The first part of what defendants 

7 cite from the text of the Memorandum at this “point does establish the validity of ~~ ~~~ 

_ plaintiff's case, the second relates to other mattérs, which plaimtirr Will mark by 

. . "It is..evident from the emphasis on the legislative. history of Public Law 89-487 _ 
upon the concept that availability shall include the right to Copy, xkkakbthexternxx -__.- records! in subsection (c) = ts—S 

(which proves plaintiff's case) 

— “that the term ' ‘records! Din ; subsection (e). does. not include objects” or artciles such as” 
structures, furniture, paintings, sculpture, three-dimensional models, _vehécles, 
e uipment, etc., whatever their historical value as evidence.xztxx . .." eee 

~ Here, as noted abovey defendants again omitted what follows and what is revevant, 
. _ that the definition includes both "historical" abd "contemporaneous documents". 

Now if anything in | this world is obvious, it is that Plaintiff has mets pee aoe 
~ ~RR"objects" — ee ee oo 

"Yor artciles such ¢ as 3 structures, 
~ furniture, 0 a 

paintings, 
ees ~~“sculpture,~ a I A A A ee a ane ee ce 

three—dimensional tipger ey  
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It is obvious that in this law Congress didm not visualize requiring the giving of 

___ the White House, the flag or Iwo Jime, Heneral Pershing's auto, the paints and scultures _ | 

_that adorn the halls of the Congress and other public buoldings, or even an Apgllo_ 

Pocket to applicants, and it is to such things as these that the misquited language 
refers. 

————___—       

   

Plaintiff neither now nor ever sought any kind of duplication of the Presidents — 

clothing. All she seeks and has: ever sought | is Photogrpahs- of this: official evidence. ter rere 
ene = creat 

R The intent to deceive and mislead ‘the court here could not be more transparent, 

_ Thus the seo tht ‘itmis obvious £rom the meres namely the recitation of the 

assorted ebjeots xhat are as compherely ASL EVER as ees ee all Bees Seulprareny 
aa Soe 

veheiles, furniture and assorted equipment , fina the above ma veEiels _Spught to be 

examined and d photographed are not 'records' within | the “contemplation of the Language 

“of ‘the pie Information ak ana, —— are s it ee — his eeu hag 

jurisdiction to compet the defendants to produce c or not withhold" | is entirely ‘and 

“Imowingly « spurious. 

~~*~"Plaintiff is neither blessed-nor, what his recent experiences might make seem >   ~~ more-appripriate; -cursed-with-knowledge- of the practise of-the-law; He~is—and- has ~~ 

~—~~—been; however, the vietim-of much official-abuse; the net—resul-t—of-whieh-has-been -—-—~ -- | 

~ to-frustrate-his-work that he considers proper and in the public —interest,;—and-to- 

—-indin isis: ailvesdy-Lini ted-resources, Hesponding.to_guch-o-detedLed-conc;#iaation-of 

--....-Misrepresentations, deceptions, misquotations and outright falsifications as is. 

_.. keprewented by defendants instant motions and addenda, particularly at_a time when he___| 

____-is| junwel]} and. handicapped by ebing unwell, is a considerable and added drain upon him and _ 

.his resources and a major intruston into his capacity for constructive work, Jaundiced 

_..a View as plaintiff believes he is entitled to hold of such official conduct (and hoping _ 

the expression is no transgression against the norms of the calling of the law), he 
nonetheless expresses | the opinion that sO deliberate and conscious | a . misrepresentatiog — ef 

as all of ‘the foregoing, ‘but most particularly ‘the immediate foregoing, s so _ ross | an 

Jeriempe bal Bus ouies! a a ee pet Gn ae a oars is as y eens a subversive effort as 

government can attempt. 

To cite a provision of a law that relates to objects such as vehciles and equipment ) { 
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like bulldozers or rugkekx inter-planetary rockets, pretending they are applicable when 

¢0-the “knowledge of pirat defeidants and- defendants' counsel theybare not; as relevant ~~ | 

~to-bhert-ts-wt—tesue; and at the same time and at thensame~point withholding frim-the 

cout t-the-apptivabie-poristone-vf the same~law -that-are-relevant;-namely;—that-—-~---- 

~the-relevant-and- pliicable word of the jaw "photographs" ig ine,ude—included—in the. 

- definition, ought be-punishable, wh ether.or-not,-as-a-matterof-law, itis, 

py —Especially-so.on_so vital a.subject_as the assassination of an Amefiffan President, 

_-its_official invesgigation, and the suppression of the most essential evidence,  __ 

Whether or not this is true, it is again true of "Argument C," that it is a 
~-apparent tnat there isnl gebuine issue as to any materfal fact, ance again, as __ 

a Stated by plaintiff in his Motgon for Summary Judgement. 

_However; the issue, whether ot not honestly raised, Should not be avoided, if- 

only in the interest of the completeness of the court record and for whatever 

_value- it might in _thebfuture haves Although it As, ; in n plaintiff's belief, _here immaterial, 

_ the _ official euafence . in _the form of the Glotaing of om late Raalent md. 3 in hie 

Home of pictures ‘EREESOE a 14 conB USERS uttnin 2 the  iegnineeice oe pertinent and : applicable P 

ean seis arom the 2 proviously-cited Deets Solis of the » fami ly-C98 agrocnent » which 

are in 1 post and Bay one, there is more, 

As previously inet, the CSi-fanity ¢ cowtraet dhenti fies the ‘clothing ‘of which 

igtuxcs is sought, net as s clothing. suok. g as shirt, jacket ‘and ‘tie, “but by its official 

exhibit munber in fhe official record of ‘the Warren ‘Commission a and - in 1 the similar 

‘investigative is exhibit designations of the FBI, ~The: Presidentss underclothing, his 
  

: “socks and. shoes | are not in the Archives, nor are any of the other items in his” 

extensive wardrobe, Not even his trousers, his tie-clip or other jewelry, the contents 

of his pockets. Not the ill-fated Presidential limousine. ~~ 

' What is in the Archives/ whak is not there because it is a memento of a President. ~~ 

What is there in not there for museum purposes, not, certainly, for "public exhibition", 

Wha Is thexs is there fore one reason only? becatise it is evidence of this monstrous 

crime; the official evidence of the official investigatio, and ofthat among its-most-—~~ 

2 
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significcant and fundamental evidence. 

“——-..--Not-alone in the family contract is this explicit. There is not and heter was 

any. doubtin the minds of the defendants on this scores 

While the Archivist was continuing to reject the Enoper Eagests by ee in 

this instant aches by, ignoring them or by ub tentogey he simul taneously seated 

_an affidavit for another action - in another eoure (Coa Ae 4762 in the Fadisrail District 

“ourt for the Federal District Lcd ¢ Kansas). This was on a uy 23, 1970, 59 39 days after after 

_ plaintiff filed fis appeal in this instant aetlon. 7 that sworn 1 statement, ‘contrary 

_to the representation : in this instant ‘action that the “Archives is ; not suable, he 

_declared ‘that “Sar auaes to ) authority aeuted. ‘03 me . by ‘the Administrator of General 

Services, my responsibilities ‘inelude th “preservation of the documents and other 

artciles on “pom in the knelives of ‘the: United States, ‘including the clothing of 

former . President ‘John F . Kennedy, “consisting ¢ of a coat (CE 393), shirt ‘(CE394),~ anda 

ne skies (CE 395)e00" i ei enero i 

“There is here no allegation that the-Arechivist—presides..over some kind of 

~ museum, nor is there any-representation-of—the tragic garments, any description of them _ 

at all; other than by their-officialexhibit.identifications. _. 

Nor was there ever any doubt. inthe minds of either defendants or their counsel 

—.-..-in-that-same Kansas action, for in their Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss 

(where it was not claimed, in the presence of competent professional in that—action-     

  

    

  

   
    

-eounsel for plaintiff, tha ‘Archives is not a suable agency), aisteaientes and their 

_counsel,. finding it served their purposes in that action, referred bial Congressional 

_intent that all the evidence, especially what it termed “the: eee exhibits", be 

_available for the establishment of truth and to discourage "responsible » rumors"  
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"The commitee is persuaded that the national interest requires that the Attorney 
General shall be in a position to determine that any of these critical exhibits, which ~ 

_were considered by the President's Commission, shall be permanently retained by the 

United States, The Committee concurs in the view expressed by the’ Attomey General, 
that in years ahead, allegations and theories concerning President Kennedy's assassination 

may abound, To eliminate ‘questions and doubts, the physical evidence showld be ~-~-~ ~~~ 

preserved, A failure to do so could lead to loss, destruction, or alteration 
of vital evidence and in time might serve to encourage irresponsible rumors” > 

_ undermining public confidene in the work of the President's Commliseion." (Suphasis 

  

  
‘added in Memorandum) ~ : — - - . oe 

“Thus it is clear that the Congress did not regard this evidence-as--curiosities—— ~~ —- 

“fora museaum but as, in-its words; "the-critical ebidenece"-and "vitalevidence",. 

“displaying and expressing an-attitude and -an-intent entirely inconsistent with that. 

‘alleged by pk -defendants,——— an 

Tye-then-aeting Attorney-General adopted this expression of the Congress and, 

-in -parallelling-language,—issued_an_executive order under date of October 31, 1966. | 

It.should.be noted that this was two days after title to the garment-exhibits was _ 

-given.to the United States, That executive order includes these words: _ 

"T have determined that the national interests requires the entire body of evidence 

considered by the WaxrenxGemmission Bresident's Commission on the Assassination of 

President Kenmedy and now in the possession of the government be preserved intact. 

_There are no ifs or buts. The i items in question were, without doubt, shen 

_"in the possession of the government and with no ) question an att: are pane of Wthe 

entire body of evidence considered bye the Commissions 

Under this order, all tis EVEGERES, whether or not official exhibits, was to 

be "preserved together" and ere tenis under applicable law, regulation andl practise. 

_ Thus, on - questionsof whether or not what plaintitr geeks is ‘Negidence", ‘the - 

reason for its preservation as evidence aa on 1 wlietier or not ; a "record", ‘there 3 is 

no »_- genuine 1SSUS som of srterdall fact, wach : is 5 exactly what plaintiff ‘stated in his 

Motion for ‘Sumnary Fudan,  



Conelusion— Denendants' and Plaintiff's 

There are nine truthful_words in_defiendants' conclusion, "there are no genuine issues [| 
as to any matertal facts", but the rest is untruthful. 

At “Based upon the foregoing", 

_defendants' words that preceed" defendants have no case, no single correct or valif 

  

__argument, no single pertinent citation of | law or regulation | _ — not even a truthful, 

Ee Secure pte OF Un aly’ Bese Harehiul Teprescniseién of the cokreapehdeies and 
_ appeals requisite to the filing o! of the instant complaint. 

- _ Based ‘upon the foregoing, defendants Baye actadsy proved. 7 the truth and i, Sega 7 

_ correctness of plaintiff's Motion eOE ean y gudgement. Oe 

_ When defendants" own eras 3 are read in suddy 4 when what Jetendente, have 

kept ua we ‘he conskGamanton of this court in 1 only those things ‘defendants have. cited 

are jecnaidered, these p phous the 2 opposite of fetendante! ‘ Geim, Shesa eitetioda ete 

that as a matter of law and regulation there is, ‘indeed, no genuine issue as to. any 

material 1 £0390 aE plaintiff's ‘Gemclcint ana ‘Motion ‘for ‘Summary Judgement 

| Gharefone. plaintize meapeotialiy urges this ‘court ‘to enter ‘this. “judgement in 

planitiff's favors 

 


